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World Cup operational
preparations are on in
full swing: Al Thawadi

Nadal excited on his ‘unforgettable’
Laver Cup partnership with Federer

PM CHAIRS MEETING OF SUPREME COMMITTEE
FOR PREPARATION OF THIRD NDS

Qatar ready to host the event in the best way: SC secy-gen
QNA
NEW YORK

THE features of the FIFA
World Cup Qatar 2022 have
begun to appear as final operational preparations are on
in full swing, Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy
(SC) Secretary-General Hassan
Al Thawadi has said.
He said arrangements to
welcome the fans and media
outlets, who have broadcasting
rights have been completed.
The preparation of their broadcasting venues and studios is
nearing completion, he added.
In an interview with Qatar
News Agency (QNA), Al Thawadi underlined that the FIFA
World Cup Qatar 2022 is an exceptional event whose importance is not limited to football
competitions. It’s an embodiment for the objectives that
Qatar established in its National Vision 2030, which include
economic diversification, support for environmental initiatives, human development and
social progress.
He said Qatar views the
World Cup as a comprehensive event that goes beyond the
boundaries of stadiums, stemming from its belief in the power of sport in making a positive

Commercial use
of Qatar’s official
emblem banned
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

The Ministry of Commerce
and Industry (MoCI) on Thursday underscored banning the
use, sale, or circulation of the
State of Qatar’s official emblem by commercial stores,
as well as its commercial use
on electronic platforms, in
accordance with Law No. 9 of
2002 with respect to Trademarks, Trade Indications,
Trade names, Geographical
Indications, and Industrial
Designs and Templates.
The ministry said it is
working in coordination with
the concerned authorities to
ensure that traders, store
managers and others comply
with what is stated in this
announcement.
The ministry will intensify
its inspection campaigns,
and will take the necessary
legal measures against
anyone who violates laws
and the enacting ministerial
decisions.

Qatar is one of
OIC’s biggest
supporters (PG 4)

FIFA World Cup
Qatar 2022
represents an
exceptional event whose
importance is not limited
to football competitions,
rather an embodiment for
the objectives that Qatar
established in its National
Vision 2030.”
— Hassan Al Thawadi
change in societies, especially
football. He said the World
Cup has also been the main
supporter of many initiatives,
and a catalyst for social and
economic developments alike.
Al Thawadi cited the “Scoring for the Goals” event for
sustainable development as an

example. Qatar launched the
initiative at the United Nations
headquarters recently within
the framework of its preparations to host a sustainable edition of the World Cup, and in
continuation of its sustainable
approach, especially as the initiative includes the seventeen
UN Sustainable Development
Goals.
He affirmed Qatar’s commitment to deliver a unique
edition of the world’s largest
and most prestigious football
championship — a World Cup
edition that will leave a social,
humanitarian, economic and
environmental legacy.
Al Thawadi reiterated the
readiness of Qatar to host the
major global event from November 20 to December 18 in
the best organizational form;
pointing to the completion of
all eight stadiums that will host
the tournament.
He said Qatar has long
passed the stage of responding
to skeptics of its ability to host
the World Cup. “From the first
day, we were sure that actions
on the ground will prove to
everyone Qatar’s ability to host
a major tournament like the
World Cup.”
Continued on page 2 

Last-minute online sale
of World Cup tickets to
start on September 27
FIFA on Thursday
announced that the
online last-minute
sales of tickets for
the FIFA World Cup
Qatar 2022 will start
at 12:00 (midday)
Doha time on September 27 and will
run until the end of
the competition on
December 18.
Fans can avail their tickets via FIFA.com/tickets. There are
four ticket categories for the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022
(Category 1, Category 2, Category 3 and Category 4), with
Category 1 seats being the highest priced and located in
prime areas within the stadium. Category 4 is reserved exclusively for residents of Qatar. (TNN)

Prime Minister and Minister of Interior HE Sheikh Khalid bin Khalifa bin Abdulaziz Al Thani on Friday
chaired the 4th meeting of the Supreme Committee for Preparation of Third National Development Strategy 2023-2030. The meeting included the recommendations of the first workshop, which reviewed the
results of the evaluation of the Second National Development Strategy, the directions of Qatar National
Vision 2030, the approach to preparing the third national development strategy, in addition to developing a four-variance analysis plan, and defining the national strategic priorities for the period 2023-2030.
Member ministers of the Supreme Committee attended the meeting with presence of the in charge
consulting company “Boston Consulting Group.” (QNA)

Qatar pledges $12 mn in
aid for the Horn of Africa
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

QATAR has pledged $12 million in humanitarian aid in
the Horn of Africa, noting
that millions of people in this
region are facing the threat
of starvation and enormous
challenges caused by the deteriorating conditions due to
drought, food insecurity and
malnutrition.
This came in a speech delivered by Assistant Foreign
Minister for Regional Affairs
HE Dr Mohammed bin Abdulaziz bin Saleh Al Khulaifi
on Wednesday at the High
Level Side Event: Responding to the Urgent Humanitarian Needs in the Horn of
Africa.
In his speech, Al Khulaifi
said that the humanitarian
needs in the Horn of Africa require continuous commitment
and urgent measures from the
international community to
reach those in dire need of aid,
reduce risks, and enhance the
resilience of the population.
There is a pressing need to reaffirm unwavering support for
the countries of the Horn of
Africa as they struggle to meet
its basic requirements.
He underlined that Qatar
has been keen to cooperate
with the international community in order to address
humanitarian challenges, affirming that Qatar gives top

Qatar pledges $1 mn more
to support ‘Safer’ rescue ops
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
NEW YORK

Qatar has announced an
additional commitment of $1
million, bringing its total contribution to $3 million in support
of the rescue operations coordinated by the United Nations
to prevent the catastrophic
leakage of the FSO Safer oil
tanker.
This came in a speech
delivered by Assistant Foreign Minister HE Lolwah bint
Rashid Al Khater, in front of a
high-level event on preventing
oil spill in Red Sea from the
tanker Safer, on the sidelines
of the 77th session of the
United Nations General Assembly in New York.
She indicated that Qatar
had announced a donation of
$2 million as urgent support for
the plan, during the donation
ceremony held last May and
hosted by the Kingdom of the
priority to providing humanitarian and development assistance, especially in areas of
greatest need.
He explained that this approach constitutes an essential
pillar of Qatar’s policy, point-

HE Lolwah bint Rashid Al
Khater.
Netherlands and the United Nations. She expressed Qatar’s
deep concern about the
status of the tanker, noting
that the lack of funding has
already delayed the start of
operations and led to the
postponement of activities
until next October, and this in
turn increases the degree of
risk of operations.
ing in this regard to its leading
role in the field of providing
humanitarian assistance, and
undertaking many initiatives
and efforts in this field, based
on its moral responsibilities
and obligations.

World Cup buses continue job simulation near stadiums
QNA
DOHA

THE vehicles that will transport
fans to and from stadiums during the FIFA World Cup Qatar
2022 continued on Thursday a
job simulation, a move intended to ensure smooth and comfortable transportation of fans
amid intensified preparations
for the event due to kick off on
November 20.
The simulation that started
on Wednesday at Ahmed Bin
Ali Stadium, Khalifa Interna-

tional Stadium, Al Thumama
Stadium, and Al Bayt Stadium,
continued on Thursday at Al
Janoub Stadium, Stadium 974,
Education City Stadium, and
Lusail Stadium.
Director of Transportation
Operations Department at the
Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy Thani Al Zaraa
said the move aims to test the
transport operations for fans
and train crews for a better understanding of all routes during
the tournament and operational aspects to serve thousands

of fans and transport them
through all points and stations
designated for them, starting
from the moment they arrive
at the stops to the pick-up and
drop-off points around the stadiums and metro stations to
ensure a smooth experience.
Qatar’s Mowasalat Company announced it would provide more than 4,000 buses to
serve fans as part of its preparedness for the upcoming
championship.
Continued on page 2 
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MOFA SECRETARY-GENERAL
MEETS TAJIKISTAN ENVOY

Quick read
Amir receives message from president
of Republic of Korea

THE Amir His Highness Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani
received a written message from President of the Republic of
Korea HE Yoon Suk-yeol pertaining to bilateral relations and the
ways to develop and enhance them. Secretary-General of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs HE Dr. Ahmed bin Hassan Al Hammadi received the message during his meeting on Thursday with
Ambassador of South Korea to Qatar HE Joon ho Lee. QNA

Amir sends greetings to
president of Mali
THE Amir His Highness Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani sent
a cable of congratulations to Interim President of the Republic
of Mali Colonel Assimi Goita on the anniversary of his country’s Independence Day on Thursday. (QNA)

Deputy Amir congratulates
president of Mali
THE Deputy Amir His Highness Sheikh Abdullah bin Hamad Al
Thani sent a cable of congratulations to Interim President of
the Republic of Mali Colonel Assimi Goita on the anniversary of
his country’s Independence Day on Thursday. (QNA)

PM congratulates Malian counterpart
PRIME Minister and Minister of Interior HE Sheikh Khalid bin
Khalifa bin Abdulaziz Al-Thani sent a cable of congratulations
to Interim Prime Minister of the Republic of Mali Abdoulaye
Maiga on the anniversary of his country’s Independence Day
on Thursday. (QNA)

ASSISTANT FM MEETS UN UNDER-SECRETARY GENERAL: Assistant Foreign Minister HE Lolwah bint Rashid Al Khater met with
Under-Secretary-General and High Representative for the Least
Developed Countries, Landlocked Developing Countries and Small
Island Developing States, Rabab Fatima, on the sidelines of the
77th UN General Assembly in New York. During the meeting, they
discussed bilateral relations between Qatar and the United Nations,
and a number of issues of mutual interest. During the meeting, the
Assistant FM emphasised the importance of joint cooperation in
women’s and education issues, citing Qatar’s leadership in education
and women’s empowerment. (QNA)

Secretary-General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs HE Dr. Ahmed
bin Hassan Al Hammadi met with Ambassador of the Republic of
Tajikistan to Qatar HE Khisrav Sohibzoda on Thursday. During the
meeting, they reviewed bilateral cooperation relations. (QNA)

QC appeals to people to
donate for charity market
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK

Mowasalat plans to
recruit over 14,000
staff for World Cup
Continued from page 1 

THE company also revealed a
plan to employ more than 9,000
drivers and 2,000 customer
agents in addition to 3,000 operational employees. The buses
will operate on more than 300
routes within an advanced road
network that leads to various
stadiums, facilities, tourist attractions and accommodation areas
for the visitors, the company said,
adding that the electric vehicles to
be used during the championship
would be used after the World
Cup a part of public transportation which serves Qatar’s vision
to use alternative or electric energy. With the eight World Cup
stadiums being located an hour’s
drive from downtown Doha,

this edition, the first-ever in the
Arab world and the Middle East
is considered the most closely
spaced in history, a privilege
that enables fans and players to
be always in one place and gives
fans an opportunity to attend
more than one match a day during the group stage. This exceptional edition of the World Cup
will provide a unique platform
to introduce Qatar and the Arab
nation to the world and provide
a unique opportunity to discover
the true meaning of hospitality of
Qataris and Arabs.
Qatar offers a wide range
of transportation companies to
meet the needs of fans during the
World Cup, including the metro,
tram, and public buses, in addition to taxis.

DOHA

QATAR Charity (QC) has announced that donations to a
charity market in support of
the ‘Educate Me’ drive will continue. Contributions will be accepted until September 26 at
the Qatar Charity Center for
Community Development in Al
Rayyan.
Qatar Charity is asking families and individuals to donate a
variety of household and food
items, clothing, accessories, and
drinks, which will be sold at a
low cost at the charity market
on September 27-29.
Food and dishes will be accepted as the charity market begins on September 27. For more
information and inquiries about
donations to the charity market,
please contact 50014579.

Awareness lectures on charitable work and humanitarian
action are scheduled to be delivered on the sidelines of the
charity market.
Qatar Charity encourages
people to visit and shop at the

charity market in support of the
‘Educate Me’ drive for Qatari
students. The proceeds from
the charity market will be used
to purchase school bags, transportation fees, and books.
The charity market aims

to promote the culture of volunteering and charitable work
among individuals while also
utilising family surplus in charitable activities.
On the International Day
of Charity, the Qatar Charity
Center for Community Development in Al Rayyan has previously held a charity market.
The charity market drew a large
number of visitors from all over
Doha. Many people, including
mothers and students, donated
clothing, household supplies,
and other items, helping to
boost the financial return of this
project dedicated to supporting
the Pakistan campaign.
Throughout the year, the
Qatar Charity Center for Community Development, Al Rayyan, receives donations from philanthropists to organise charity
markets.

FIFA WC Qatar 2022 first tournament without restrictions
Continued from page 1 

AL Thawadi stated that since
winning the right to host the
World Cup, Qatar has organised a number of significant
events, including the FIFA Arab
Cup Qatar 2021, which was the
most important opportunity to
test the operational plans for
the World Cup in an integrated
manner.
On World Cup tickets, he
said that the high demand is
due to several factors, includ-

ing the tournament being the
first world championship after
COVID-19. The Tokyo Olympics were held without spectators, and the UEFA EURO
2020 was held with restrictions
that limited the number of
spectators, whereas the World
Cup Qatar 2022 will be the first
tournament held without restrictions, and there is no doubt
that the world is eager to attend
global events. He went on to say
that the high demand for World
Cup tickets is also related to

the fact that the World Cup will
be held for the first time in the
Middle East and Arab world,
where everyone is excited to attend this global event.
Al Thawadi emphasised
that the FIFA World Cup Qatar
2022 represents an opportunity to bring the world’s peoples
closer together by providing
a perfect football version and
an integrated experience that
demonstrates Qatari customs,
traditions, and culture, as well
as Arab hospitality, as well as

changing the stereotype of the
Arab world and leaving a legacy
that serves the people of the region and the entire world.
Football, he said, is a popular first-class global sport, and
major tournaments like the
World Cup leave good memories for both fans and hosts.
He stated that Qatar, the
Arab World, and the Middle
East are known for their hospitality, which will leave fans with
impressions that differ from the
region’s general perception.

Women in Leadership conference concludes
with resolve to build stronger Qatar network
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

THE inaugural Women in Leadership conference
wrapped up at Carnegie Mellon University in Qatar (CMU-Q), a Qatar Foundation (QF) partner
university, with a session to build a network of
professionals in higher education who support
women in leadership.
Michael Trick, dean of CMU-Q, believes the
conference has been an essential first step: “There
is clearly more work to do. I hope that the discussions over the past few days will trigger a shift in
our understanding of the issues, and serve as a
foundation to build a more supportive community
for women in higher education in Qatar.”
Throughout the conference, sessions took
place to showcase thought leaders in Qatar and to
build a network of women in higher education.
Annette Vincent, associate dean of diversity
and climate at CMU-Q, stressed the importance of
community. “As educators, we know how mentor-

Co-organiser Cecile Le Roux

Education City panel on Championing Female Leaders

ship can guide our students. Mentorship is just as
valuable for younger professionals who are navigating their careers in higher education. The most
important takeaway from this conference is the
network we are building.”
During the conference, speakers focused on
several themes. On the first day, held at Georgetown University in Qatar, the discussion opened

with the challenges that female academics face in
the fields of science, technology, engineering and
mathematics, particularly in the MENA region.
The discussion continued on the topic of gender
and diversity in higher education leadership.
The second day took place at the CMU-Q
building in Education City. The conversation began with the topic of championing female leaders,

including the importance of male allyship. The
final theme focused on taking action to support
women as they pursue careers in higher education.
Vincent sees the Women in Leadership conference as a foundation for growth: “At CMU-Q, we
openly talk about issues of diversity, inclusion and
equity in a way that is thoughtful and constructive. This conference opens the discussion up to
the rest of Education City, and I am excited to see
what comes next.”
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Qatar pledges to use mediation to prevent conflicts at
ministerial meet of Group of Friends of Mediation at UN
QNA
NEW YORK

THE State of Qatar participated
in the ministerial meeting of the
Group of Friends of Mediation,
which was held on the sidelines
of the 77th session of the United
Nations General Assembly in
New York, on the the invitation
of the Republic of Turkey and the
Republic of Finland.
Special Envoy of the Minister of Foreign Affairs for Counterterrorism and Mediation
in Conflict Resolution, HE Dr.
Mutlaq bin Majed Al Qahtani,
represented Qatar at the meeting. His Excellency stressed
during the meeting that Qatar
will continue to work with its
UN partners to prevent conflicts
and peacefully resolve them by
strengthening the role of mediation, which is an essential pillar
of foreign policy and a distinct
feature of Qatari diplomacy. He

emphasised Qatar’s role and efforts in mediation, particularly
in Afghanistan, as well as the
peace talks between Chadian
parties and the Iranian nuclear
deal.
His Excellency stated that
Qatar has continued its active
participation and support of
international efforts aimed at
achieving comprehensive and
sustainable peace in Afghanistan, following the signing of
the historic peace agreement
between the United States of
America and the Taliban in
Doha in 2020.
Dr. Al Qahtani reiterated
Qatar’s call for all parties to
work together to ensure that the
Doha Peace Agreement is fully
implemented so that the Afghan
people can enjoy stability and
prosperity. He emphasised that
the State of Qatar has always
emphasized the importance of
protecting civilians in Afghani-

stan, respecting human rights,
including women’s rights and
girls’ right to education, and
achieving national reconciliation
among Afghans, and that the
country must not become a safe
haven for extremist individuals
and terrorist groups.
On Chad, the Special Envoy
of the Minister of Foreign Affairs for Counterterrorism and
Conflict Resolution referred

to the Chadian parties signing
the Doha Peace Agreement on
August 8 under the auspices
of the State of Qatar, as well
as the participation of political and military movements in
the comprehensive sovereign
national dialogue in Chad. He
expressed the State of Qatar’s
delight at this positive development, which paved the way for
the start of the comprehensive

UNESCO praises QSWF for role in
supporting educational programs
QNA
DOHA

The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) Representative for the Gulf States
and Yemen and Director of
the UNESCO Regional Office
in Doha, Salah El Din Zaki
Khaled, has praised Qatar Social Work Foundation’s role
in supporting education programmes. The UNESCO representative expressed his desire
to strengthen cooperation and
partnership between UNESCO
and the Foundation in comprehensive education and education programmes.
This came on the sidelines
of an introductory forum
hosted by the Qatar Social
Work Foundation of the Ministry of Social Development
and Family to introduce the
Foundation’s and its affiliated
centre’ activities and events,
in the presence of a number
of Their Excellencies ambassadors accredited to Qatar.
On the sidelines of the forum, the Qatar Social Work
Foundation and UNESCO
signed an agreement to collaborate in the areas of social
and human development, inclusive education policies and
practices, and women and
youth empowerment.
Through its membership in cultural conventions
and committees, the agreement strengthens the foundation’s role in monitoring
social issues, allowing it to

national dialogue on August
20 with the participation of the
Doha Agreement signatories as
well as the internal opposition.
He expressed hope that this progress would bring more stability
to Chad and the Sahel region.
Concerning the Iranian nuclear issue, the Special Envoy
stated that Qatar hosted a round
of indirect talks last June between the United States of America and the Islamic Republic of
Iran under the auspices of the
European Union Coordinator to
resurrect the nuclear agreement.
He emphasized Qatar’s belief
in the importance of reaching a
fair agreement on Iran’s nuclear
program that addresses the concerns of all parties and opens the
door to a broader dialogue on regional security.
Regarding the conflict between Russia and Ukraine, Al
Qahtani reiterated Qatar’s willingness to contribute to any

international or regional effort
aimed at reaching a peaceful
settlement in accordance with
international law and the United
Nations Charter. He also reiterated Qatar’s belief that there are
no military solutions to such a
conflict and urged all parties to
end it.
Qatar, according to Al Qahtani, welcomed the Republic of
Turkey’s mediation efforts in this
regard. He expressed Qatar’s desire to see the Black Sea grain export initiative produce tangible
results in alleviating the threat
to food security.
In the context of discussing
humanitarian crises, the Special
Envoy of the Minister of Foreign
Affairs emphasised that Qatar’s
efforts in this field have never
been overlooked, pointing to its
ongoing efforts to address the
root causes of conflicts in order
to improve international peace
and security.

Amir’s speech at UNGA
77th session reflects
Qatar’s leadership role,
says Bangladeshi envoy
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

Officials from UNESCO and the Qatar Social Work Foundation (QSWF) sign agreement on Thursday.
be a supporter and advocate
for the social sector in Qatar
by activating institutional
partnerships and creating
a strong new institutional
culture capable of confronting and managing crises efficiently and effectively. It
also strengthens the role of
the UNESCO office by introducing the diplomatic sector
to social work in the State
of Qatar, strengthening the
partnership principle,
and exchanging experiences
between countries to improve
global social work practices.
The CEO of Qatar Social
Work Foundation, Ahmed
bin Mohammed Al Kuwari,
told Qatar News Agency
(QNA) that the event’s goal is
to provide the best services to
the foundation’s and centers’
target groups, as well as to
strengthen cooperation with
embassies and international

ICC to organise quiz contest
on life of Mahatma Gandhi
THE Indian Cultural Centre (ICC) will organise a quiz contest, titled
‘Celebrating Bapu, an open quiz contest on the apostle of peace and
non-violence’, to commemorate the 153rd birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi. “The contest aims to act as a constant reminder of the
life of Mahatma Gandhi,” said PN Babu Rajan, president of the ICC,
in a press statement. “Bapu’s ideas and principles and his teachings
of peace and non-violence are relevant today,” he added.
A part of the ongoing ‘Azadi Ka Amrit Mahaotsav’ celebrations,
the quiz contest is open to all members of the Indian community,
aged 12 years and above. Entries for the contest will be accepted on
Google Form (https://forms.gle/MKHDCimrRXwv9toy6) until September 24, 2022.
“A written preliminary test will be held at the ICC’s Ashoka Hall
on October 1 to select eight teams of two members each, who will
compete in the two semi-finals on the same day. The best two teams
from the semi-finals will qualify for the final to be held as part of the
‘Gandhi Jayanti’ celebrations at ICC on October 2, the birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi,” explained Krishna Kumar Bandhakavi,
general secretary of the ICC. The event will be attended by Ambassador of India to Qatar HE Dr Deepak Mittal.
The quiz contest will be anchored by Shafqat Nabi, a fashion
management professional and columnist. Contest details are also
available on the Google Form link shared by the ICC. Any further en-

organisations. It went on to
say that this collaboration is
critical to achieving the Foundation’s and its centres’ goals
on the one hand, and the
national development goals
outlined in Qatar’s National
Vision 2030 on the other, because cooperation, building
partnerships, and advocating for the issues of the target
groups are among the strategic pillars guiding the Foundation’s work.
Al Kuwari stated that the
foundation is committed to
growth and excellence in providing the best services, empowering its members, and
integrating them into society,
as well as its role in monitoring social issues, which enabled it to be a supporter and
advocate for the social sector
in Qatar by activating institutional partnerships and
creating a new strong insti-

tutional culture capable of
dealing with crises efficiently
and effectively, noting that
the programs and policies are
designed to address these issues.
In this context, Laalei Abu
Alfain, Executive Director of
Shafallah Center for Persons
with Disabilities, confirmed in
similar statements to (QNA)
that the center promotes the
integration of people with
disabilities into society and
their sports, cultural, and social participation according
to their cases, and partnerships are formed to train and
employ them in collaboration
with several parties. She stated that the center currently
has two operational headquarters, and that new headquarters will be established in
accordance with international standards appropriate for
people with disabilities.

THE speech delivered by the Amir
His Highness Sheikh Tamim bin
Hamad Al Thani at the 77th session of the UN General Assembly
(UNGA) reflects Qatar’s leadership role in multiple areas in both
peace and troubled times in international relations, Ambassador
of Bangladesh to Qatar HE Md.
Jashim Uddin has said.
“HH the Amir’s speech has
been anchored in Qatar’s firm
belief in the principles of the UN
Charter, respect for the sovereignty of States and Qatar’s time-tested and effective role in mediation
diplomacy. The speech rightly
highlighted the Palestinian cause
as we in Bangladesh also continue
to call for the rights of our Palestinian brothers and sisters and for
action to establish those rights,”
the envoy said.
“The emphasis, with a sense
of concern, on the ongoing global
conflicts in different parts of the
world is a shared concern. The integral nature of the contemporary
world makes these conflicts truly
global, disrupting supply chains,
affecting energy and food prices
among others.”
He added, “We also note in
agreement to his genuine realisation that the approaches and
methods haven’t evolved to cope
with the transformative changes
the world has been witnessing.
Yet, Qatar’s role in the face of
what he called “a bleak image of

HE Md. Jashim Uddin
the future of humanity” is sincere
and pragmatic. Qatar’s leading
role in mitigating energy shortage crisis by expanding the North
Gas field is laudable and HH the
Amir’s vision in this regard is
timely and visionary.”
The ambassador called on
international community to play
its role. He said, “Countries, irrespective of their sizes, have a role
to play and HH the Amir’s philosophy gives much hope for optimism to them. As Qatar inches
towards the kickoff of the FIFA
World Cup, we have reasons to
believe in a better world that can
be built through ‘real resolve, determination, a lot of planning and
hard work’ as Qatar did to prepare
for this sports event and for other
extraordinary initiative in education, health and diplomacy. I hope
Qatar’s relentless and exemplary
efforts under the leadership of
HH the Amir and efforts by others around the world will help tilt
the future of humanity towards a
better and livable world for us and
for the generations to come.”

Pomellato opens new boutique
in Place Vendome Mall in Doha
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

POMELLATO and its partner
Ali Bin Ali Luxury have opened
a new Pomellato boutique at
Doha’s Place Vendome Mall.
The mall exudes palatial grandeur, exquisite interiors, and
extravagant architecture to
welcome the clientele of Qatar’s capital city, with an open
concept design inspired by
classic French-style architecture and four floors of over
1,150,000m2.
Pomellato, the Milanese
jeweler known for masterful
goldsmithing and vibrant gemstone color, is thrilled to bring
its elegant style of Milanese
design to Qatari clients at the
110m2 boutique. With handcrafted jewels created in-house
at Casa Pomellato in Milan,
Pomellato has found a home
among Doha’s discerning connoisseurs.
The boutique features deep
‘Montenapoleone red’ panels,
trademark ‘Catene’ gold grillage on the windows, and vibrant colors evoking the precious gemstones that have
made Pomellato famous. The
store also has two VIP rooms
for private sales, which are designed for comfort and adhere

to the brand’s aesthetic codes,
such as feminine, rounded contours, pink Alcantara upholstery, and Pomellato’s warm
Italian welcome.
Pomellato CEO Sabina
Belli said, “We are delighted
to expand our presence in the
Middle East with a new store
in Doha, and in such a beautiful and prestigious location
as the Place Vendome Mall.
Qatar is a true Arabian jewel,
and Pomellato is pleased to
make a new home here with its
unmistakable Milanese style
and uncompromising quality of craftsmanship. We know
that the Pomellato designs and
creations are already appreciated by the sophisticated Qatari consumers who look for a
unique offering from the world
of Italian fine jewelry.’’
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Qatar is One of OIC’s
Biggest Supporters

Despite What Biden
Says, The Pandemic
is Definitely Not Over
S President Joe Biden is flat-out wrong if he
thinks the pandemic is over. Although the
trendlines are pointing downward, the United
States still registers around 360 deaths per day
from the coronavirus along with a seven-day average of 55,000 new infections, with 13,700 people
currently hospitalized. Those numbers are a far
cry from the earlier days of the pandemic, but that
hardly means the threat is gone.
Biden’s pronouncement on CBS’ “60 Minutes”
that “the pandemic is over” did a disservice to his own
administration’s efforts to promote getting a third
booster shot with a new vaccine deemed far more effective in combating the many coronavirus variants in
circulation. Americans disinclined to take precautions
will take Biden’s words as confirmation that the coronavirus isn’t such a big deal.
“We still have a problem with COVID. We’re still
doing a lot of work on it. But the pandemic is over,”
Biden said. “If you notice, no one’s wearing masks.
Everybody seems to be in pretty good shape.”
The public is definitely willing to take more risks
with the disease. The fear of death is subsiding as doctors improve treatments and vaccines reduce the likelihood of severe illness. But even healthy people are
still getting infected, even after being vaccinated and
double-boosted.
“We’ve had two million cases reported over the last
28 days, and we know underreporting is substantial,”
Dr. Michael T. Osterholm, a University of Minnesota infectious-disease specialist, told The New York
Times, adding that the coronavirus “continues to be
the No. 4 cause of death in the country.”
Back in June 2021, officials were tempted to declare the pandemic over because infection rates were
far lower than they are today. On June 14, 2021, there
were only 8,370 registered nationwide new cases
and 13,300 over a seven-day average. Within seven
months, new cases had surged to 1.26 million, with
the seven-day average reaching 764,000, according
to statistics from the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. In other words, lulls in infection rates can
be deceiving. There were similar lulls in the summer
of 2020 followed by a dramatic surge in January 2021.
Current hospitalizations remain stubbornly high.
And the statistics are almost certainly underplaying
the full extent of the nation’s current infections because home-testing kits have eliminated much of the
reporting of positive cases that previously informed
the CDC’s databases. People are getting sick but not
reporting it to authorities.
Just because the nation has numbed itself to the
pernicious and persistent effects of this virus doesn’t
mean it no longer qualifies as a pandemic. And the
country is heading into another likely winter surge.
The president could do all Americans a favor by maintaining a cautious tone and strongly emphasizing the
importance of vaccinations and boosters — at least
helping ensure that infections yield the mildest symptoms possible.
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OIC Permanent Observer says Qatar continues to provide generous support
to the organization’s humanitarian activities as well as issues that deal with
socioeconomic challenges
QNA

P

DOHA

ERMANENT
Observer
for the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC)
Hameed Opeloyeru has
stressed that relations between Qatar and the Organization
of Islamic Cooperation are very
distinguished, and that Qatar is
one of the largest supporters of
the Organization.
Speaking to Qatar News
Agency (QNA), Opeloyeru said
Qatar has and continues to provide generous support to the
organization’s humanitarian activities as well as issues that deal
with socioeconomic challenges, in
addition to being a resolute supporter of the peace and security of
member states, including African
countries.
“I worked in Jeddah for 10
years. I’m very close to the contributions of Qatar. I know that Qatar was very active in the area of
humanitarian funds. I remember
I went to Sierra Leone and there
was a fund that Qatar actually was
the one that gave that donation
for the humanitarian problems
that happened at that time,” he
added.
He expressed his delight with
the success of Qatari mediation
in Chad, which was crowned with
the signing of the Doha Agreement for Peace in Chad.
He said that it was a good
and important step towards reconciliation in Chad. He also said
that the OIC held these efforts in
high esteem, and stressed the importance of Qatar continuing its
mediation efforts for peace and
security to return to Chad.
On the outcomes the OIC
would hope to see out of the 77th
session of the UN General Assembly, Opeloyeru said that this
year’s agenda will focus on finding
solutions to many of the world’s
challenges.
“For the OIC, we expect that
those challenges that affect the
OIC countries will be discussed.
And then of course, one of them is
the conflict situation in OIC countries. We have conflicts in most
of our countries, which actually
some of them came before COVID, some of them also happened
after COVID. And because of that
we have problems of political nature, we have some problems of
social and economic nature, we

have also some humanitarian
problems. And then we are also
dealing with some of these problems, particularly in talking of
Afghanistan, and you talk about
Syria and talk about Libya, he
said.
On the role of the OIC in resolving those issues, he said that
the OIC has passed a lot of resolutions in this regard, and added
that some of the resolutions also
ask for closer cooperation with
the United Nations.
“In the UN Charter, the regional organizations have a role.
Our role is to make sure that
we try to resolve all these crises
peacefully, and this is what they
call conflict prevention, conflict
management, and conflict resolution,” he said.
He added that the role of the
Permanent Observer of the OIC
to the United Nations is to make
sure that all the resolutions that
were passed in the OIC are also
discussed at the coordination
meeting, set to take place on September 22. Afterwards, a group
from the OIC will issue a joint report that will be submitted to the
General Assembly.
“Most of all the issues that we
have, which is the conflict situation, the situation of food security, situation of social issues, all
of them will be discussed during
this session,” he said.
Opeloyeru said that the Pales-

tinian issue is the central issue for
the Organization of Islamic Cooperation, and that the organization
has dealt with this issue since its
inception, expressing his disappointment with the failure to implement UN General Assembly
and Security Council resolutions
on Palestine.
He also highlighted other issues, such as the deterioration in
the living standards of Palestinian
citizens, the attacks on them, as
well as the building of new illegal
settlements, all matters that were
compounded by the lack of funding provided to United Nations
Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East
(UNRWA).
“Palestinians are facing enormous humanitarian and security
challenges,” he said.
On UNRWA’s funding difficulties, he said it wasn’t yet clear
if Mulsim countries were making
their contributions to the agency.
He noted that Qatar and other
countries were trying to figure out
how to deal with the agency’s financing.
He added that the OIC has its
Al Quds fund, and noted that the
organization is always encouraging member states to make more
contributions to it. He also said
that the OIC is always calling on
its member states to support the
UNRWA as well.
On Afghanistan, Opeloyeru

said that the OIC has given a lot of
attention to developments in the
country. He noted that the OIC
held last year an extraordinary
ministerial meeting on Afghanistan that took place in Pakistani
capital Islamabad.
He noted that one of the outcomes was the creation of a humanitarian special trust OIC fund.
“I know that some countries
have given some donations and
I’m sure Qatar also will be thinking of making its contribution
very soon. Saudi Arabia and Nigeria have also made some contributions. This contribution is
actually to help the humanitarian
(situation in Afghanistan),” he
said.
On recognizing the new administration in Afghanistan, he
said that the OIC is meeting with
all the stakeholders to make sure
that the issues of good governance, inclusion of all segments of
society such as youth and women
is agreed upon, in order to “remove that tag of terrorism from
the government.” He said that
most countries currently recognize the current administration in
Kabul as a de facto government.
He added that for these countries to start dealing with that new
administration, the latter has to
observe all international standards of governance and the return
of peace and stability to Afghanistan. He said that the OIC envoy
to Afghanistan visits Kabul regularly to highlight these issues.
He also said that the organization is trying to convince the
Afghan government to reconsider
its decision preventing women
and girls from accessing education, to ensure that all segments
of society has access to education.
On the coordination between
the OIC and the UN in protecting the rights of Muslims in nonMuslim countries, he said that
the Sep. 22 meeting will deal with
the issue of Rohingya Muslims in
Myanmar, as the OIC will encourage the UN to support the rights
of Rohingya so that they can enjoy
their citizenship rights.
He also said that the OIC has
held talks with the Chinese authorities on protecting the rights
of Uyghur Muslims, and that the
rights of freedom of religion and
worship are observed. He said
that a group from the OIC did
visit the Uyghur region in China
in 2019.

Qatar Supports UN Bodies in Various Fields
QNA
DOHA

SINCE joining the United Nations (UN) in 1971, Qatar has
been keen to support UN initiatives in various fields, through
close cooperation with various
relevant UN bodies, including
supporting international development efforts, maintaining
international peace and security, promoting human rights,
and providing humanitarian
relief, and other collective initiatives taken to address current or future challenges facing
the world.
Qatar is proud of its distinguished and active role in
the United Nations, which is
referred to by the international organisation and member
states on issues raised on the
international scene. The State
of Qatar is known for its serious and fruitful partnerships
with the UN bodies and its
achievements and respect for
international
commitments
and initiatives in various fields

to support multilateral international action to meet common
challenges.
As a translation of the existing partnership between Qatar
and the United Nations, Doha,
which the United Nations views
as a prestigious global platform
for dialogue, has become an international center for many of
the UN’s main organizations.
This communicates the
message and signifies that Qatar is at the forefront of countries in the region that is relied
upon as a reliable partner of
the UN.
As a culmination of that
partnership and Qatari support for UN initiatives, Qatar’s
Permanent Representative to
the United Nations Ambassador HE Sheikha Alya Ahmed
bin Saif Al Thani, announced
that the expected UN House
in Doha will be inaugurated
during the 5th United Nations
Conference on the Least Developed Countries (LDC5) hosted
by Qatar in the first quarter of
next year.

The UN House will contain offices for United Nations
organizations, including the
United Nations Children’s
Fund (UNICEF), the United
Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR), the
International Organization for
Migration (IOM), the Regional
Center for Training and Capacity Building in Combating

Cybercrime, and the Analysis
and Communication Center of
the Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Children and Armed
Conflict, the United Nations
Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA), the United Nations Development Program (UNDP),
and Doha’s International Hub

on Behavioural Insights to
Counter Terrorism.
The inauguration of the
UN House comes as one of the
fruits of the support by Qatar,
which was announced on the
sidelines of the Doha Forum
2018, to fund UN organizations with 500 million dollars
to strengthen the strategic
partnership between the two
sides. This stems from the
depth of the solid relationship
between Qatar and the various
UN institutions, in line with
the State of Qatar’s policy and
joint responsibility as an active
partner in the international
community towards achieving
international peace and security, sustainable development,
combating terrorism and other
common challenges.
This was not by chance.
Qatar ranked sixth globally
and first in the Arab world as
one of the largest contributors
to multi-partner funds in 2017,
based on its firm belief in the
importance of strengthening
international cooperation to

reach the desired goals within
the framework of an effective
international partnership to
promote the lofty purposes of
the Charter of the United Nations and achieve human wellbeing.
QFFD signed a partnership
agreement with the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization (GAVI) for 2021-2025,
contributing 10 million dollars
to support the coalition’s efforts for the fair and sustainable access of vaccines to lowincome countries, in line with
the importance that the State
of Qatar attaches to strengthening international support to
ensure easy access to vaccines,
HE explained.
Qatar was also a founding
investor in the UNDP’s Accelerator Lab Network, allocating
a multi-year contribution totaling $20 million to support
the network of laboratories
that provide innovative solutions and measures to the current challenges caused by the
spread of COVID-19.

THE VIEWS EXPRESSED ON THE OPINION AND ANALYSIS PAGES ARE THE AUTHORS’ OWN. QATAR TRIBUNE BEARS NO RESPONSIBILITY.
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Lebanon
banks will
remain shut
indefinitely

VIOLENCE CONTINUES

AGENCIES
INDIA’S top investigation
agencies have conducted
nationwide raids on a
prominent Muslim organisation and detained more
than 100 of its members,
accusing them of having
terror links.
The
simultaneous
raids on the offices of the
Popular Front of India
(PFI) and homes of its
members were conducted
by the federally controlled
National
Investigation
Agency (NIA) and the
Enforcement Directorate
(ED) in nearly a dozen
states on Thursday morning.
Most of the arrests
were made in the southern
states. In Kerala, where
PFI enjoys considerable
influence in Muslim-majority areas, 22 people
were arrested.
Arrests were also made
in Maharashtra and Karnataka (20 each), Andhra
Pradesh (5), Assam (9),
Delhi (3), Madhya Pradesh
(4), Puducherry (3), Tamil
Nadu (10), Uttar Pradesh
(8) and Rajasthan (2), according to Indian media
reports.
India’s NDTV network said at least four
PFI members have been
charged under the Unlawful Activities Prevention
Act (UAPA), a stringent
terror law under which a
person can spend years in
jail without trial since the
legislation has tough bail
provisions.
The PFI was established in 2007 after the
merger of three Muslim
groups – the National
Democratic Front in Kerala, the Karnataka Forum
for Dignity in Karnataka,
and the Manitha Neethi
Pasarai in Tamil Nadu.
In 2009, the organisation formed its political
wing, the Social Democratic Party of India (SDPI), to
contest elections.
PFI says it works for
the rights of Muslims
and other marginalised
communities in India.
But right-wing Hindu
groups, including the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) accuses the group
of violent attacks on its
members.
Federal
minister
Giriraj Singh accused PFI
of “working against India”
and counterpart Ramdas
Athawale said the group
was “linked to terror organisations”.
“We don’t have problems with running an
organisation or bringing
together Muslim community. But taking the
name of this country and
spreading terrorism, then
there is a need to take action. I welcome the NIA
and ED raids,” Athawale
told reporters.
“PFI should change
itself if they want to live
in India … They should
stand with India.” But the
PFI called the NIA and
ED raids a “witch hunt” by
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s Hindu nationalist
government.
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Iranian demonstrators protest in Tehran on Wednesday. (AFP)

At least 17 dead in Iran
as security forces crack
down on protesters
DPA
ISTANBUL

AT least 17 people have died in
Iran during days of intensifying
protests over a young woman’s
death following her arrest by
the morality police.
Among the victims were
both security forces and demonstrators, Iranian state media
reported Thursday without providing further details on the circumstances.
There were again violent
clashes on Wednesday night.
Videos, which could not be verified, purported to show live ammunition being fired at the protesters.
The internet has been massively restricted and mobile networks in particular have largely
been shut down. Instagram,
which was one of the last free
social networks, has also been
blocked. There was little cover-

age of the demonstrations on
state media websites.
Prominent Iranians inside and outside the country
expressed solidarity with the
protest movement, which continues to draw people into the
streets.
“Don’t be afraid of strong
women. Maybe the day will
come when they are your only
army,” Iranian football star Ali
Karimi wrote on Twitter.
The protests were triggered
by the death of 22-year-old
Mahsa Amini.
She was arrested on September 13 ago by the morality
police for violating the strict Islamic dress code.
Iran’s strict interpretation
of the Koran requires women to
cover their hair and almost all
skin, except their faces.
What exactly happened to
Amini after her arrest is unclear, but she fell into a coma

and died in hospital on Friday.
Critics accuse the morality
police of using violence. The police reject the accusations. Since
then, large demonstrating have
been held across the country.
Whatever the truth, her
death has unleashed a wave of
rage against the country’s theocratic government, with some
calling for open revolution and
many others simply tired of the
government intruding into their
personal lives.
Amnesty International said
an “independent international
mechanism of enquiry and accountability” was needed to address the widespread impunity
in Iran.
“The Iranian government
has been systematically violating fundamental human rights
for years. Arbitrary arrests, torture, extrajudicial executions
and the brutal suppression of
protests are encouraged by

rampant impunity,” said Katja
Müller-Fahlbusch, a Middle
East expert for the group.
British-Iranian journalist
Christiane Amanpour, the longtime correspondent for CNN,
reported that she had planned
an interview with Iranian President Ebrahim Raisi on the sidelines of the UN General Assembly in New York.
However, she said, Raisi did
not show up at the appointed
time.
Instead, a member of Raisi’s
staff arrived 40 minutes later
and said the president suggested that Amanpour wear a headscarf. She refused, Amanpour
tweeted.
No Iranian president before
had requested wearing a headscarf when interviewed outside
Iran, she said. Raisi’s aide had
said the headscarf was a matter
of respect and had referred to
the situation in Iran.

BANKS in Lebanon will remain shut indefinitely after the
country’s banking association
said a spate of bank heists had
made opening branches too
dangerous. The banking association’s statement was issued
on Wednesday evening, before
banks were scheduled to reopen on Thursday after a threeday shutdown.
At least eight banks were
held up by depositors last week
trying to get access to their own
savings.
“It is still not clear what
indefinite means,” Al Jazeera’s
Zeina Khodr reported from Beirut. “Banks are closed but, to a
certain extent, they are maintaining services. For example,
depositors are able to access
money from ATM machines
but only in the local currency.”
Strict measures have been put
in place since 2019 preventing
depositors from accessing most
of their dollar savings. The
rules have led to anger, with
depositors “desperate for their
savings because the economy
has all but collapsed”, according to Khodr.
On September 14, a Lebanese woman, Sali Hafiz, forced
staff at a BLOM Bank branch in
Beirut to give her thousands of
dollars from her own account
by waving a replica gun in order to fund her sister’s cancer
treatment at a hospital.
Hafiz has been lauded as
a hero by many Lebanese and
told Al Jazeera that her actions
were a response to the bank
“stealing” her money.
On the same day Hafiz entered BLOM bank, an armed
man entered a branch of
BankMed in Lebanon’s city of
Aley, attempting to retrieve
his savings. The man obtained
some of the money before
handing himself over to authorities.
“Many people are not finding any jobs and they really
blame the banks for imposing
these controls on the citizens,”
Al Jazeera’s Khodr said.
She added that people are
worried about access to their
money with public and private
sector salaries due to be paid
next week.
“Will there be enough cash
in those ATM machines when
that happens or will people
still not be able to access dollars?” The Lebanese economy
has been struggling since late
2019 in an economic meltdown
described by the World Bank as
one of the worst the world has
witnessed since the 1850s.

India hosts 10th IBSA ministerial meet on sidelines of 77th UNGA
ANI
NEW YORK

THE Ministers participating in
the India-Brazil-South Africa
Trilateral Cooperative Forum
(IBSA) held discussions on several global and regional issues,
including cooperation in multilateral organizations, UNSC
reform, climate change and the
Ukraine situation.
On the sidelines of the 77th
United Nations General Assembly, India hosted the 10th
Ministerial Commission of
Foreign Ministers of the IBSA.
External Affairs Minister, S

Jaishankar met with his Brazilian counterpart Carlos Franca
and South African Health Minister Dr Joe Phaahla. The trio
reaffirmed the cooperation between India, Brazil and South
Africa.
According to the Ministry
of External Affairs statement,
global issues such as cooperation in multilateral organizations, South-South cooperation, UNSC Reform, 2030
Agenda & Sustainable Development Goals, Climate Change,
countering terrorism, financing for development, WTO, and
G20 were discussed.

While Regional including
African Union, the Middle East
Peace Process, and the situation in Ukraine were discussed
in the meeting.
External Affairs Minister S
Jaishankar chaired the meeting
on September 21.
As per the ministry, the
Ministers reviewed the entire
gamut of IBSA cooperation.
They welcomed new initiatives within IBSA, such as the
inaugural meeting of the IBSA
National Security Advisors, the
launch of cooperation amongst
the Development Cooperation
Agencies in the form of IBSA

Working Group on International/Trilateral Development
Partnerships and the inaugural
IBSA Senior Officials Meeting
on Traditional Medicines.
IBSA exemplifies the spirit
of South-South cooperation.
The IBSA Fund is a special
feature of the IBSA collaboration. It has since its inception,
allocated over $44 million,
supporting 39 South-South
cooperation development projects in 35 partner countries,
the majority being Least Developed Countries.
The Ministers also noted
the upcoming G20 Presiden-

cies of India and Brazil in 2023
and 2024, as useful opportunities to cooperate and steer the
G20 Agenda and work with a
developmental perspective, the
MEA said.
Meanwhile, Jaishankar, on
day 3 interacted with his counterparts of four countries. He
met with his Estonia counterpart Urmas Reinsalu, Norway
Foreign Minister Anniken Huitfeldt, Bolivia’s Foreign Minister Rogelio Mayta and UK Foreign Secretary James Cleverly.
Jaishankar will address
world leaders at the General
Assembly on Saturday.

Ex-Pak PM Imran Khan apologises in contempt of court case
AGENCIES
A court in Pakistan has deferred
contempt proceedings against
former Prime Minister Imran
Khan after he said he was willing to apologise for his remarks
against a female judge.
“If the court wants, I will go
to the lady judge and apologise
to her. I will never say anything
that will hurt the feelings of the
court or judiciary,” Khan told
the Islamabad High Court during a hearing on Thursday.
“I assure the court I will not
do something like this in future,”
he said. “I am sorry if I crossed
a red line.” Khan was charged
with contempt of court follow-

ing a speech he made at a public rally in capital Islamabad on
August 20, where he threatened
“action” against Judge Zeba
Chaudhry and senior Islamabad
police officials for arresting his
top aide Shahbaz Gill.
Following remarks made
during a TV show, Gill was
charged with attempting to
incite a mutiny in Pakistan’s
powerful military, an allegation
Khan’s Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) party denies.
If convicted, Khan risked being disqualified from holding a
public post for at least five years,
according to Pakistan’s laws.
Following Khan’s apology,
the court decided to not indict

the cricketing icon-turned-politician, asking him to submit his
statement in an affidavit before
the next hearing on October 3.
Earlier this week, the same
court also dropped terrorism
charges against the 69-year-old
politician for his remarks during
the Islamabad rally.
The former Pakistani leader
is also facing a case related to alleged foreign funding for his PTI
party. The next hearing in the
case is on November 6.
Khan’s government was
removed through a parliamentary vote of no-confidence in
April this year. Since then, he
has been holding public rallies
across the country, demanding

new elections, which are otherwise due late next year.
“Today, he (Khan) was far
more contrite in person compared to his submitted replies,
which seemed to have satisfied
the bench,” lawyer Munir A
Malik, an amicus curiae (court
assistant) in the contempt case,
told Al Jazeera.
Lahore-based political analyst Mehmal Sarfraz says Khan
had no option but to apologise
in the contempt case.
“He knew that he must tender an unconditional apology.
The court even gave him a couple of opportunities earlier, but
his replies failed to satisfy the
court,” she told Al Jazeera.

Pakistan’s former Prime Minister Imran Khan (centre) leaves after
appearing before the High Court in Islamabad on Thursday. (AFP)
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Putin’s mobilisation decree
triggers protests in Russia
DPA
MOSCOW/KIEV

THE Kremlin said on Thursday
that it legally continues to regard its invasion of Ukraine as
a “special military operation,”
a day after a partial mobilization order sparked protests
across Russia amid fears the
war was entering a dangerous
new phase.
President Vladimir Putin decreed the mobilization of 300,000 reservists on
Wednesday in order to garner
more soldiers for the military’s
faltering campaign in Ukraine.
The move caused unrest
among the Russian population, as there are reservists in
almost every family, and raised
questions about whether Moscow now considers itself in an
all-out war with Ukraine.
Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said the government
still considered the conflict a
“special military operation,” a
phrase it has used for its grinding assault on its neighbour for
nearly the past seven months.
Reports that there has been
a rush of men fit for military
service seeking flights to Turkey and other countries are exaggerated, Peskov said.
Turkish carriers, for instance, reported a surge in
demand for one-way tickets
in the hours after Putin’s announcement, while Finland
has registered an uptick in
traffic at the Russian border.
The main recipients of the
call-up notices will be men
who have not long since completed their military service.
According to Russian agencies,
Peskov said that it was up to
the Defence Ministry to decide
up to what age soldiers should
be drafted.
Civil rights activists reported that some of the people
receiving orders to serve had
been detained during antiwar protests that broke out
in 38 cities across Russia on
Wednesday evening.
More than 1,300 protesters
were taken into custody, the
independent OVD-Info monitoring group reported, some
of whom were then ordered to
report for muster.
In the capital Moscow alone
there were about 530 protesters in custody; in St Petersburg
480. There was no information
from state authorities about

DPA
BRUSSELS

Police officers detain a woman in Moscow on Wednesday. (AFP)
the protests.
According to OVD-Info, the
police injured several of those
detained.
In Moscow, a young man
suffered a concussion and a
young woman lost consciousness, the group said. Nine
journalists were also said to be
held.
As a rule, those detained are
sentenced to fines or further
detention after a night in police custody. Criminal cases are
brought against some. In the
first weeks after the February
24 invasion on Ukraine, 15,000
people were detained during
protests. Since then, Russia has
further increased penalties for
opposition to the war.
Russia’s
parliamentary
leader Vyacheslav Volodin
called on State Duma deputies
to participate in the war.
“Those who meet the requirements of partial mobilization should help with
their participation in the special military operation,” the
Duma chief announced on his
Telegram channel. “There is
no protection for the deputies.” The head of parliament

seemed to be reacting to the
view, not uncommon in political circles, that Putin’s call for
a bolstering of forces does not
apply to them.
British defence analysts
said they doubt Russia’s ability
to implement the partial mobilization.
“Russia is likely to struggle with the logistical and
administrative challenges of
even mustering the 300,000
personnel,” the Ministry of
Defence in London said in its
daily intelligence update on
the war.
“It will probably attempt to
stand up new formations with
many of these troops, which
are unlikely to be combat effective for months,” it added.
The ministry views the partial mobilization as a sign of
Russian weakness: “The move
is effectively an admission that
Russia has exhausted its supply of willing volunteers to fight
in Ukraine.” Meanwhile, the
Defence Ministry in Moscow
confirmed on Thursday that
Ukrainian authorities released
from captivity 55 servicemen
fighting for the Russian side as

part of a huge prisoner swap
involving some 260 people.
The 55 prisoners were
members of the Russian army
or Russian-aligned separatist
forces in eastern Ukraine’s
Donetsk and Luhansk regions,
Russian Defence Ministry
spokesman Igor Konashenkov
said.
Russia and Ukraine exchanged prisoners on Wednesday. Kiev said 205 Ukrainian
soldiers returned from Russian
captivity, including five commanders seen as heroes for
having led the defence of the
besieged port city of Mariupol
in the spring.
The
Moscow-controlled
separatists also released 10
foreigners, five Britons and
two US citizens. The Britons
have already returned home,
according to the BBC.
Elsewhere, at least six people were reported killed by artillery fire around a market in
the eastern separatist stronghold of Donetsk. Six others
were injured, the head of the
Donetsk city administration,
Alexei Kulemzin, wrote on Telegram on Thursday.

Catholics now ECJ confirms time limits for deportations
within EU during COVID-19 pandemic
outnumber
DPA
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CATHOLICS outnumber Protestants in Northern Ireland for
the first time since the partition of the island, census figures
show.
Britain’s Census 2021 figures, published on Thursday,
show that 45.7% of the region’s
population said they were either Catholic or brought up as a
Catholic.
The figures for Protestants
(and other Christian faiths) was
43.5% while 1.5% were from
non-Christian religions.
Northern Ireland had a significant Protestant majority
when it was established in 1921
as part of the partition of Ireland. The last census, in 2011,
recorded 48% of the population as being either Protestant
or brought up Protestant, down
five percentage points on 2001.
The Catholic population
stood at 45% 11 years ago, up
one percentage point on 2001.
The 2021 Census showed
9.3% of the population belonged
to no religion - up from 5.6% in
2011.
The publication of the census traditionally prompts debate over what the figures mean
for the constitutional future of
Northern Ireland.
Some may draw a link between the religious breakdown
and public opinion on the potential reunification of Ireland.

EU: Russians
fleeing Putin’s
mobilization order
may claim asylum

cannot deport an asylum seeker
to another EU member within
six months due to the Covid-19
pandemic the current country of
residence becomes responsible
for the case, the European Court
of Justice ruled on Thursday.
In the EU, the country where
an asylum seeker first enters the
bloc is in charge of processing
their application, however some

of first entry within the six
months, the country where the
person is staying must take over
the case.
Thursday’s ruling is linked
to cases in Germany in which
three applicants were due to
be transferred back to Italy for
their asylum application to be
processed there when the pandemic hit.

tations was paused, due to the
overall suspension of deportations between Germany and
Italy during the pandemic.
The EU’s top court confirmed in its ruling that deportations within the EU must be
carried out within six months,
even in the event of travel restrictions imposed during the
Covid-19 pandemic.

PEOPLE fleeing Russia after President Vladimir Putin
ordered a partial mobilization of the country’s armed
forces to fight in Ukraine
have the right to claim asylum in the European Union,
a spokesperson for the European Commission said on
Thursday.
“This is an unprecedented situation,” Anita Hipper,
a spokesperson responsible
for migration said.
Applications would need
to be considered on a caseby-case basis, Hipper said,
adding work was ongoing
with EU member states to
find a joint approach.
The Czech foreign minister, Jan Lipavsky, struck a
different tone on Thursday,
however, saying the country would not give refuge to
Russians who refused military service.
He understands that
Russians are fleeing their
country because of the “increasingly desperate decisions” of their president, Lipavsky told the CTK agency
on Thursday.
However, those who do
not want to fulfil their obligations towards their own
state do not yet fulfil the
conditions for the granting
of a humanitarian visa, he
explained.
A potential wave of Russians fleeing mobilization
has become a matter of debate in the EU since the partial mobilization announced
by President Vladimir Putin
early on Wednesday.
The Finnish border
guard reported an uptick
in traffic from the east on
Wednesday evening after
Putin’s order but said compared to the period before
the pandemic “the amount
is still small.” Travel be-

tween Finland and Russia
was a vexed issue even before the mobilization order
with Russian tourists travelling to the bloc amid the
Ukraine war causing major
public outrage.
Finnish Foreign Minister Pekka Haavisto said on
Wednesday that Finland
would find its own solution
to the issue of Russian tourist visas amid the increased
travel from Russia.
“Finland does not want
to become a transit country
for Schengen visas issued by
other countries,” Haavisto
said, according to public
broadcaster Yle. “There is no
moral justification for Russian holidays to continue
as they are.” Helsinki had
raised the visa issue several
times in the EU, he said.
But the border with
Russia should not be closed
completely, he said, as there
are still legitimate reasons
to enter Finland.
Finland
shares
a
1,340-kilometre
border
with Russia. This means
that the Nordic country has
by far the longest border
with Russia among the EU
member states.
According to Yle, Russian tourists have so far
been able to enter the
Schengen area by bus or
car across the Finnish border despite the war their
country is waging against
Ukraine.
The three Baltic EU
members - Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia - as well
as Poland jointly placed
tougher restrictions on Russian citizens wishing to enter their countries starting
this week. All four countries
will from now on no longer
permit Russian citizens
with a Schengen visa for
tourism, business, sport or
cultural purposes to enter
their territory.

Turkey mulls alternatives
to Russian Mir payments
DPA
ISTANBUL

TURKEY is looking for “alternatives” to Russia’s Mir bank
card payment system, given
the possibility that continuing
to use it could lead to Western sanctions, President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan said on Thursday.
Turkish media reported
earlier this week that two private Turkish banks, Denizbank
and Is Bankasi, have stopped
using Mir.
However,
three Turkish public banks are still using
Mir despite warnings hat they
could incur EU and US sanctions.
Last month, a leading Turkish business group said it had
received a letter from the US

Treasury warning that companies risk sanctions if they work
with Russian businesses that
are subject to US sanctions.
“We now need to consider
what we can do ... what the
alternatives are [to Mir],” Erdogan told Turkish reporters in
New York.
His government will make
a final decision on Friday for
an alternative in order to avoid
possible sanctions, Erdogan
said, in remarks carried by
state news agency Anadolu.
NATO member Turkey declined to join Western sanctions against Russia imposed
after the Ukraine invasion and
maintains close ties to both
Moscow and Kiev.
Turkey depends heavily on
Russian energy and tourism,
among other areas.

‘Fat Leonard’ arrested in Venezuela, ending 16 days on the run
DPA
LEONARD Glenn Francis, the
Malaysian defence contractor
known as “Fat Leonard” who
fled home arrest in Southern
California earlier this month,
was arrested on Tuesday
morning in Venezuela as he
attempted to board a plane at
the Caracas international airport, according to the US Marshals Service.
The top Interpol official
in Venezuela posted on social media that Francis, who
orchestrated the worst bribery and corruption scandal in
U.S. Navy history, was headed
to Russia. He had travelled
through Mexico and Cuba and
was captured at Simón Bolívar
International Airport in the
Venezuelan capital.
The arrest was made after Interpol, the international

policing agency, had issued a
“red notice,” a request by law
enforcement to locate and arrest someone, Supervisory
Deputy US Marshal Omar Castillo said Wednesday.
Francis escaped from home
arrest in San Diego on September 4 by cutting off his GPS
ankle bracelet. The escape only
added to his notoriety, and
Francis has been the subject
of an international manhunt
since, with marshals and the
Naval Criminal Investigative
Service offering a combined
$40,000 reward for information leading to his arrest.
Francis’ defence attorney, Devin Burstein, declined
to comment Wednesday. A
spokesperson for the US Attorney’s Office did not immediately respond to a request
for comment.
Castillo said he could not

Leonard Glenn Francis
confirm where the flight Francis was attempting to board
was headed. Francis is now in
custody of authorities in Venezuela.
He will have to be extradited back to the US, which
could take some time. Castillo
said the US Department of
State and the US Department
of Justice will lead the extradi-

tion effort.
The US and Venezuela
have a limited extradition
treaty, though it’s unclear
whether tensions between the
nations could complicate the
process.
No marshals were in Venezuela as of Wednesday, according to Castillo, who said
he did not believe any US officials had yet seen Francis or
been in contact with him.
Journalist Tom Wright,
who recorded a podcast with
Francis while he was in home
confinement, first reported
Monday that Francis was in
Venezuela. He reported that
Francis was in the company of
one of his adult sons.
News of his apprehension
came one day before the date
that had been set for Francis to be sentenced on bribery and conspiracy charges

in San Diego federal court.
For more than a decade he
orchestrated a wide-ranging
corruption scheme in which
US Navy officers were bribed
with gifts, cash and sex, and
in return they aided Francis’
ship-servicing business, which
controlled ports throughout
Southeast Asia.
The scheme defrauded taxpayers out of at least $35 million and led to the conviction
of nearly three-dozen Navy
personnel in the worst scandal
in the services’ history.
Francis’ plea deal called for
him to forfeit that $35 million
to the government. While he
paid $5 million of that several
years ago, he fled without having paid out the remainder. He
still owes the government $30
million, according to Joseph
Mancano, the lawyer for one
of the convicted Navy officials.
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Nakilat to be major beneficiary of
LNG expansion projects: QNBFS
QNBFS rates Nakilat as ‘Accumulate’ with one-year target of QR4.1 per share , projects EPS growth of 9.7% for 2022
DOHA

THE year 2022 or 2023 could be watershed years for Nakilat if it is selected
as one of the ship owners involved in
Qatar’s massive LNG expansion programme, QNB Financial Services (QNBFS) has said in a company report published recently.
Considering Nakilat’s strategic importance and impressive track record
in Qatar’s existing LNG shipping value
chain, QNBFS said, “We expect Nakilat to be a major beneficiary of this expansion. Our analysis also reveals that
every incremental vessel (@100%) adds
roughly 1 percent to our target price and
an award of 20-30 ships could significantly increase our price target and estimates.”
“The stock has essentially dropped
anchor and is in a holding pattern as we
await news about a potential contract
win. Given typical lead times for LNG
ship construction, we should expect to
hear about final ship owner selections
later in 2022 or early 2023. We remain
bullish on Nakilat and consider it as the
best avenue for equity investors to participate in the long-term growth expected in Qatar’s LNG sector,” it said.
Irrespective of the volatility of the
LNG shipping market, the report said,
Nakilat’s business should remain relatively unaffected given its LT charters.
“Nakilat’s fleet continues to provide
the company with stable, contractually sustained cash flow that allows for
a healthy residual income stream for
equity investors after providing for debt
service. Moreover, the 40-year life of Nakilat’s vessels against the maximum debt
life of 25 years with the last debt maturing in 2033 could lead to value-enhancement. Near-term, the addition of 4 LNG
ships and impetus in the shipyard should
aid 2022 earnings growth,” it said.
“We project a 9.7 percent EPS
growth for 2022. Our previous forecast
called for an earnings growth rate of 7.4
percent. Our 2022 net income forecast
of QR1.48 billion is driven by higher JV
income as 2022 is the first year of near
full-year contribution from the 60 percent-owned Global Shipping JV, along
with the growth from the shipping JVs
and the shipyard,” the report said.
“We note our 2H2022 earnings estimate of QR754.8 million is consistent
with 1H2022’s QR729.6 million, which
included roughly QR30 million in the
one-time write-off of legacy financing
costs due to refinancing. For next year,
similar factors, along with a modest fall
in finance charges despite higher rates

QNA
TOKYO

JAPAN intervened in the foreign exchange market by buying yen for the first time in 24
years, shortly after the Bank
of Japan accelerated a fall in
the currency by confirming it
would maintain ultralow interest rates.
The yen rose as much as
2.3 percent against the dollar,
pulling back sharply from the
lows of the day when it had
breached a key psychological
level of 145, as top currency
official Masato Kanda said on
Thursday the government was
taking “decisive action.”
The intervention shows
that Prime Minister Fumio
Kishidas government has
reached the limit of its patience
after the yen tumbled around
20 percent against the dollar
this year as hedge funds kept
adding to short bets on the yen.
This intervention was the
latest example of global concern triggered by the strong
dollar, which has gained
ground on the back of the
Federal Reserves interest-rate
increases.
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GCC central
banks raise
interest rates
after Fed’s
increase
AGENCIES
DUBAI

SATYENDRA PATHAK

Japan makes
first intervention
to support Yen
since 1998

GOLD

Nakilat’s fleet continues to provide the company with stable, contractually sustained cash flow that allows for a healthy residual income
stream for equity investors after providing for debt service.
as 70 percent of Nakilat’s interest costs,
including debt held in JVs, are fixed/
hedged drive our 1.9 percent growth in
earnings to QR1.51 billion,” it said.
“We remain hopeful that Nakilat
could secure a significant share of upcoming NF ship contract awards. QatarEnergy is expanding Qatar’s LNG capacity from 77 MTPA to 110 MTPA with
the first production expected in 4Q2025
and further to 126 MTPA a couple of
years later,” the report said.
To cater to this expansion, back in
April/June 2020, QatarEnergy signed
major LNG shipbuilding capacity agreements with Chinese and South Korean
companies to build more than 100 LNG
vessels worth more than QR70 billion.
Furthermore, in the first quarter
of 2021, QatarEnergy issued an invitation to tender a package to ship owners for the chartering of LNG carriers
in relation to this project. QatarEnergy
intends to assign selected ship owners
from this tender to the shipyards’ construction slots reserved in China and
South Korea. In October and November
of 2021, QatarEnergy moved ahead with
the construction of ten LNG ships with
four in China and six in South Korea.
Given typical lead times for LNG

ship construction, the report said, “We
should expect to hear about final ship
owner selections later in 2022 or early
2023. We do note that already on April
12, 2022, QatarEnergy announced
that it awarded its first batch of timecharter parties (TCPs) with a subsidiary of Mitsui O.S.K Lines (MOL) for
the long-term charter and operation of
four LNG ships.”
In a statement, Minister of State
for Energy Affairs HE Saad Sherida Al
Kaabi, who is also the president and
CEO of QatarEnergy, stated that he expected to announce similar contracts in
the near future.
In early June 2022, South Korean
shipbuilders announced some details of
construction orders involving six ships
(174k cm each) at a cost of $215 million
per ship.
“Considering Nakilat’s strategic importance and impressive track record
in Qatar’s existing LNG shipping value
chain, we expect Nakilat to be a major
beneficiary and secure a meaningful
share of new contracts,” it said.
The report said, “High leverage but
backed by watertight charter agreements; we do not foresee issues in debt
servicing or repayments. Nakilat has

QR19.4 billion in debt (92 percent of its
market cap). Nakilat made QR1.1 billion
in principal repayments in 2021 and we
expect another QR1.1 billion in repayments this year. Two major bank-loan
bullet payments, totalling QR10 billion,
are due in 2025 but we expect Nakilat to
refinance most of this amount.
“We model principal repayments
and finance charges to average QR2.2
billion over 2021-33, which is easily
covered by OCF (average QR2.8 billion over 2021-33) and FCF before
finance charges (2021-33 average
QR3.2 billion).”
“We continue to assume the entire
debt is paid off by 2033. Nakilat’s high
leverage remains manageable as debt
is mostly secured by watertight charter
agreements for its existing fleet. Considering the current $230 million price tag
for LNG ship new builds, if we assume
an increase of 25 vessels related to the
NF expansion, Nakilat will have to take
on new debt of QR16.8 billion. However, this debt would also be secured
by charters and hence, not a cause for
concern. We also expect a portion of this
fleet increase to be done through JVs,
keeping the related debt ring-fenced/off
the books,” it said.

THE central banks of Qatar,
the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Kuwait and Qatar raised
their benchmark borrowing
rates after the US Federal Reserve raised its key interest
rate for the fifth time this year
to slash surging inflation and
restore price stability.
The Fed on Wednesday
increased the policy rate by
75 basis points (bps), its third
consecutive three-quarters of a
percentage point increase.
The latest move by the
US central bank came after
consumer prices rose by 8.3
percent in August, exceeding
economists’ expectations of 8.1
percent and above the Fed’s 2
percent target.
After being criticised for
acting too slowly to curb rising
prices and being behind the inflation curve, the Fed has shifted gears and is doubling down
on higher interest rates to
bring consumer prices down.
The Fed signalled further
rate raises were possible, stating that it “anticipates that
ongoing increases in the target
range will be appropriate”.
Most central banks in the
GCC follow the Fed’s policy
rate moves because their currencies are pegged to the
US dollar.
In line with its “objective of
maintaining monetary and financial stability, and in light of
recent global developments”,
the Saudi Central Bank, better known as Sama, raised its
repurchase agreement (repo)
rate by three quarters of a percentage point to 3.75 per cent
and its reverse repo rate by a
similar margin to 3.25 per cent.
The Central Bank of the
UAE raised its benchmark base
rate for its overnight deposit
facility (ODF) by three quarters of a percentage point to
3.15 per cent. It maintained the
rate applicable to borrowing
short-term liquidity from the
regulator through all standing
credit facilities at 50 bps above
the base rate, the CBUAE said
on Wednesday.
Inflation in the UAE is
relatively low when compared
with rates in other parts of
the world.

LuLu Financial Group partners with Bharat Billpay,
Federal Bank to enable direct bill payment for NRIs
The move will benefit the Indian diaspora in the GCC
countries who can now remit money directly to 20,000
billers for domestic utility bill payments through any
LuLu Exchange branch or through the LuLu Money app
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

IN a major boost towards strengthening the scope of cross-border remittances into India, the much-awaited
Bharat Bill Payment System (BBPS)
has been activated for Indian expats
living in the GCC region.
Federal Bank, one of India’s leading private sector banks, launched
this facility in association with Bharat
BillPay Limited (NBBL), the wholly
owned subsidiary of National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI),
and Lulu Financial Group, at the
Global FinTech Festival held in Mumbai earlier this week.
This arrangement, considered
a long-pending ask of NRIs, will
now allow Indians living in the GCC
to remit money directly to pay for
their utility bills back home through
any LuLu Exchange branch, as well

as the digital money transfer app,
LuLu Money.
At present, over 20,000 billers
across 20 categories are covered for
receipt of inward remittances in a
cost-effective and convenient option,
through the LuLu Exchange network.
Commenting on this historic
launch, Federal Bank Executive Director Shalini Warrier said, “We are delighted to be the first mover in launching this much-awaited facility for
non-resident Indians in collaboration
with NBBL and Lulu International Exchange at the Global Fin tech Festival
in Mumbai. The direct payment facility in cross-border transactions has
optimised the digital payment ecosystem and will equally delight the beneficiaries as it enables seamless bill
payment.”
LuLu Financial Group MD Adeeb
Ahamed said, “The BBPS facility enables Indian expats to have greater

Federal Bank launched the facility in association with Bharat BillPay Limited and Lulu
Financial Group at the Global FinTech Festival held in Mumbai earlier this week.
control over the hard-earned money
remitted to meet the expenses of their
families back home. This facility has
immense applications in widening
the scope of cross-border payments
beyond its traditional role, and Lulu
Exchange is proud to partner with
Federal Bank and NBBL to make this

a reality for Indians living in the GCC
region.”
The arrangement comes on the
heels of RBI’s recent decision to permit foreign inward remittances to be
received under the rupee drawing arrangement (RDA) through the Bharat
Bill Payment System.
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Turkey
makes big
rate cut amid
80% inflation
AGENCIES
TURKEY’S central bank
delivered another massive
interest rate cut Thursday
despite eye-popping inflation above 80%, moving the
opposite way from world
economies that are raising
rates to control prices as the
lira sunk to record lows.
The Central Bank of the
Republic of Turkey lowered
the benchmark rate by 1
percentage point, to 12%.
The lira was trading around
18.38 against the dollar,
weakening further than the
previous record low of 18.36
in December.
The depreciation of Turkey’s currency is likely to
intensify the financial worries of residents who have
seen their purchasing power
erode during a series of economic shocks in the country.
Turkey has followed
President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan’s unorthodox belief that high interest rates
cause high inflation, cutting borrowing costs despite
consumer prices rising by
80.21% in August from a
year earlier. Traditional economic thinking says raising
interest rates fights inflation.
“Inflation is not a crippling economic threat,” Erdogan said in an interview
with PBS NewsHour this
week. “There are currently
countries threatened by
inflation rates of 8% and
9%. This rate is 80% in our
country.” He said Turkey
would bring inflation under
control after New Year’s and
that supermarkets were well
stocked.
Central banks around
the world are taking the reverse action from Turkey,
aggressively raising rates to
target soaring inflation.
The U.S. Federal Reserve hiked rates by a large
three-quarters of a point
for the third consecutive
time Wednesday, followed
Thursday by the Swiss National Bank’s biggest hike
ever to its key interest rate.
The Bank of England enacted a smaller half-point hike
as other banks from Europe
to Canada move quickly to
rein in rising prices.
Official Turkish statistics released this month
showed annual inflation was
the worst among the Group
of 20 major economies, but
independent experts say
inflation is actually much
higher. Critics also say the
independence of the central
bank and the official statistical institute have been
undermined under Turkey’s
presidency.
Last year, the currency
kept hitting record lows as
the central bank lowered
interest rates from 19%.
When it finally hit 18.36
against the dollar, Erdogan
announced extraordinary
measures that he claimed
would safeguard the lira.
The government encouraged people to swap
their dollars for the lira and
place them in a deposit account that would give the
interest rate plus any lira
depreciation against the
dollar.

Bezos, Jassy must testify in
probe of Amazon Prime: FTC
The FTC is investigating the sign-up and cancellation practices of Amazon Prime
AGENCIES
FEDERAL regulators are ordering Amazon founder Jeff
Bezos and CEO Andy Jassy to
testify in the government’s investigation of Amazon Prime,
rejecting the company’s complaint that the executives are
being unfairly harassed in the
probe of the popular streaming
and shopping service.
The Federal Trade Commission issued an order late
Wednesday denying Amazon’s
request to cancel civil subpoenas sent in June to Bezos, the
Seattle-based company’s former CEO, and Jassy. The order
also sets a deadline of Jan. 20
for the completion of all testimony by Bezos, Jassy and 15
other senior executives, who
also were subpoenaed.
Jassy took over the helm of
the online retail and tech giant
from Bezos, one of the world’s
richest individuals, in July
2021. Bezos became executive
chairman.
Amazon hasn’t made the
case that the subpoenas “present undue burdens in terms of
scope or timing,” FTC Commissioner Christine Wilson said
in the order on behalf of the
agency. However, the FTC did
agreed to modify some provisions of the subpoenas that it
acknowledged appeared too
broad.
The FTC has been investigating since March 2021 the
sign-up and cancellation practices of Amazon Prime, which
has an estimated 200 million
members around the globe.
Amazon didn’t immediately
respond to a request for comment Thursday on the FTC’s
order.
In a petition to the FTC filed
last month, the company objected to the subpoenas to Bezos and Jassy, saying the agency “has identified no legitimate

Then Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos speaks at the Amazon re:MARS convention on June 6, 2019, in Las Vegas.
reason for needing their testimony when it can obtain the
same information, and more,
from other witnesses and documents.” Amazon said the FTC
was hounding Bezos, Jassy and
the other executives, calling the
information demanded in the
subpoenas “overly broad and
burdensome.” The company
said it has cooperated with
FTC staff to provide relevant
information, offering up some
37,000 pages of documents.
The investigation has widened to include at least five other Amazon-owned subscription
programs: Audible, Amazon
Music, Kindle Unlimited, Subscribe & Save, and an uniden-

tified third-party program not
offered by Amazon. The regulators have asked the company
to identify the number of consumers who were enrolled in
the programs without giving
their consent, among other
customer information.
With an estimated 150 million U.S. subscribers, Amazon
Prime is a key source of revenue, as well as a wealth of customer data, for the company,
which runs an e-commerce
empire and ventures in cloud
computing, personal “smart”
tech and beyond. Amazon
Prime costs $139 a year. The
service added a coveted feature
this year by obtaining exclu-

sive video rights to the NFL’s
“Thursday Night Football.”
Last year, Amazon asked unsuccessfully that FTC Chair
Lina Khan step aside from separate antitrust investigations
into its business, contending
that her public criticism of the
company’s market power before she joined the government
makes it impossible for her to
be impartial. Khan was a fierce
critic of tech giants Facebook
(now Meta), Google and Apple,
as well as Amazon. She arrived
on the antitrust scene in 2017,
writing an influential study titled “Amazon’s Antitrust Paradox” when she was a Yale law
student.

Qatar takes
part in annual
ISO meeting
QNA
DOHA

QATAR is participating in the
annual meeting of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) being held in
the UAE. The five day meeting
will conclude on Friday.
The state delegation to the
meeting is headed by the Chairperson of Qatar General Organization for Standardization and
Metrology (QGOSM) Engineer
Mohammed bin Saud Al Musallam.
The agenda of the organization’s annual meeting includes
a number of legislative and
discussion sessions, including
the meeting of the Developing
Countries Affairs Committee
(DEVCO) to discuss the effective participation of members
of the organization from developing countries and priority areas for standardization.
The State of Qatar is also
participating in the 44th meeting of the General Assembly of
the organization, which reviews
during its holding a set of procedural and executive items,
including the report submitted
by HE the Secretary-General
of the organization on the activities of the organization and
member states and the tireless
efforts to confront challenges
and keep pace with various
changes and developments and
the vital role of international
standardization and standard
specifications, in addition to the
report of the Vice President for
the Organization’s work policies, and the report of the Vice
President for Financial Affairs.
The work of the General
Assembly meeting also includes the election of the next
president of the organization
for 2024-2026, the election of
board members for 2023-2025,
as well as the appointment of
the vice president for financial
affairs for 2023-2024.
The State of Qatar is a member of the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) since 1993.

Higher restaurant prices add to Walmart to hire 40k
pressure on consumers in Japan mostly seasonal
AGENCIES

WHEN Yoshihiko Koyama ordered a fried dumplings set
meal at a well-known Chinese
chain restaurant in Tokyo in
September he noticed something different -- the price was
a little higher than his previous
visit.
Koyama was charged 710
yen instead of the 670 yen he
usually paid for the set menu
in a Hidakaya restaurant in the
capital’s Okachimachi district,
illustrating how eateries and
restaurant chains such as Hiday Hidaka Corp are passing
on soaring material and energy
costs to consumers.
“It feels like a small increase but it’s happening at
other restaurants too,” said
74-year-old Koyama who
works in the jewelry industry
in the area. “The cumulative
effect can be huge.” Imported
raw materials from cooking
oil to flour have become more
expensive on the back of the
war in Ukraine and the yen’s
depreciation, which saw it hit
a fresh 24-year low against
the U.S. dollar in early September, adding to the pressure

on consumers in the world’s
third-largest economy who are
already struggling with higher
prices for groceries and fuel.
Rising labor costs are also
adding to the restaurant sector’s woes as it has become
more difficult to recruit staff
since many eateries cut opening hours or closed temporarily amid the coronavirus pandemic.
According to a survey of
122 Japanese restaurant chains
by private credit research firm
Tokyo Shoko Research, 71
companies had raised prices or
announced plans to do so this
year as of early September. Of
those, five chains had made
such announcements twice, it
showed.
Japanese restaurant chain
Yayoiken, which operates
more than 360 eateries nationwide, has been charging more
for set meals and rice bowl
dishes since September due to
increased prices for imported
beef and pork.
It is now offering its popular ginger pork set meal at 670
yen, up 30 yen, while the price
of its pork cutlet rice bowl has
been raised by 20 yen to 710

yen.
Diner chain Denny’s raised
the prices of some of its menu
items such as pasta and steak
by 10 to 80 yen from Sept. 6,
saying, “It has become difficult
to strike a balance between
prices and quality” amid soaring material costs.
The chain said, however, it
was not increasing the prices of
some of its popular dishes such
as hamburger steak and desserts to retain customers.
Conveyor-belt sushi chain
Sushiro has said it will raise
prices at its restaurants from
October to cover higher material, logistics and labor costs.
McDonald’s Co (Japan),
curry restaurant operator
Ichibanya Co and Torikizoku
Holdings Co, which operates
a chain of izakaya Japanesestyle pubs, have also passed on
higher costs to consumers this
year.
Wu Haokai, a student from
China who is enrolled in an
MBA program at J.F. Oberlin
University in Japan, said that
as he supports himself with a
part-time job, he is concerned
the recent price increases will
add to his financial burden.

workers for holidays
AGENCIES

WALMART said it will hire
40,000 U.S. workers for the
holidays, a majority of them
seasonal workers.
The move, announced
Wednesday, comes as the nation’s largest retailer and largest private employer said it’s
in a stronger staffing position
heading into the holidays than
last year and is now focusing
on hiring only seasonal workers, rather than permanent
workers. Just like in past years,
the company will first offer current workers the opportunity to
pick up additional shifts if they
want to earn extra money for
the holidays.
A year ago, the Bentonville, Arkansas-based chain announced that it was looking to
hire roughly 150,000 new U.S.
store workers, most of them
permanent, full-time positions.
Last fall, it also said it was planning to hire 20,000 permanent
workers for its distribution and

fulfillment centers, as the pandemic created big disruptions
at various points in retailers’
supply chain network.
Companies that typically
hire thousands of seasonal
workers are again heading
into the holidays during one
of the tightest job markets in
decades, making it challenging
for many to find workers they
need.
The job market has slowed
but still strong. E mployers
added 315,000 jobs i n August,
about what economists had expected, down from an average
487,000 a month over the past
year, according to a government report earlier this month.
The jobless rate reached
3.7%, its highest level since
February. But it increased for
a healthy reason: Hundreds of
thousands of people returned
to the job market, and some
didn’t find work right away,
which boosted the government’s count of unemployed
people.

Mediaplus launches 16th edition of Qatar Business Card Directory
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

ADVERTISING and event
management company Mediaplus has launched the 16th edition of the Qatar Business Card
Directory (QBCD).
Billed as the most popular
business directory in the country, QBCD is said to have benefitted thousands of business
enterprises over the years. It
has a print and an online edition along with a smartphone
application.
Mediaplus Chairman Ali
Abdulla Al Kaabi described the
publication as an asset to any
retail business organisation.

This year’s edition is a special
gift to the entrepreneurs who
are visiting Qatar for FIFA
World Cup Qatar 2022, he
added.
Becon Group COO Nishas
Muhammed Ali received the
first copy of the directory from
Kaabi. Acon Holding Group
Chairman Shukkur Kinalur
chaired the event. Doha Beauty
Centre MD Sheela Pholippose,
Sixco Group MD Ashraf Abdul
Azeez, Avens Travel and Tours
MD Naser Karukappadath
and Sky Beauty Centre MD P
Suresh Babu spoke on the occasion.
The launch was held at
the Radio Malayalam 98.6

FM premises, where an array of community leaders and
businessmen including IBPC
President Jafar Sadik, Kerala
Business Forum President CA
Shanavas Bava, Kerala Entrepreneurs Club President
Shereef Cherakkal, National
Director of BNI Qatar P Muhammed Shabeeb, Member of
Loka Kerala Sabha Abdul Rauf
Kondotty, ICBF General Secretary Sabith Saheer, Al Suwayed
Group Director Faisal Razak
and Radio Malayalam Marketing Manager Noufal Abdurahiman.
BNI Qatar’s P Muhammed
Shabeeb handed over a copy of
QBCD to Kerala Entrepreneurs

Club’s Shereef Cherakkal.
QBCD Chief Editor and
Mediaplus CEO Amanulla
Vadakkangara said the directory facilitates interactions
with the business community
for mutually-rewarding enterprises.
“Started publication in
2007, we were very particular
to add new attractions every
year and now we have made
it a unique product published
consecutively for the last 16
years with added attractions.
The whole version of the directory is available online and the
business cards are available
in mobile application for free
download,” he said.

QBCD Chief Editor and Mediaplus CEO Amanulla Vadakkangara with
Indian Sports Centre President Dr Mohan Thomas
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Jerome Powell’s stark message: Fight
against inflation may cause recession
AGENCIES
THE Federal Reserve delivered
its bluntest reckoning Wednesday of what it will take to finally
tame painfully high inflation:
Slower growth, higher unemployment and potentially a recession.
Speaking at a news conference, Chair Jerome Powell acknowledged what many
economists have been saying
for months: That the Fed’s goal
of engineering a “soft landing”
— in which it would manage
to slow growth enough to curb
inflation but not so much as to
cause a recession — looks increasingly unlikely.
“The chances of a soft landing,” Powell said, “are likely to
diminish” as the Fed steadily
raises borrowing costs to slow
the worst streak of inflation in
four decades. “No one knows
whether this process will lead to
a recession or, if so, how significant that recession would be.”
Before the Fed’s policymakers
would consider halting their
rate hikes, he said, they would
have to see continued slow
growth, a “modest” increase in
unemployment and “clear evidence” that inflation is moving
back down to their 2% target.
“We have got to get inflation behind us,” Powell said. “I
wish there were a painless way
to do that. There isn’t.” Powell’s remarks followed another
substantial three-quarters of
a point rate hike — its third
straight — by the Fed’s policymaking committee. Its latest
action brought the Fed’s key
short-term rate, which affects
many consumer and business
loans, to 3% to 3.25%. That’s its
highest level since early 2008.
Falling gas prices have
slightly lowered headline inflation, which was a still-painful
8.3% in August compared with
a year earlier. Those declining
prices at the gas pump might
have contributed to a recent
rise in President Joe Biden’s
public approval ratings, which
Democrats hope will boost
their prospects in the Novem-

Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell speaks at a news conference Wednesday, Sept. 21, 2022, at the Federal Reserve Board Building, in
Washington. Intensifying its fight against chronically high inflation, the Federal Reserve raised its key interest rate by a substantial three-quarters
of a point for a third straight time, an aggressive pace that is heightening the risk of an eventual recession.
ber midterm elections.
On Wednesday, the Fed
officials also forecast more
jumbo-size hikes to come, raising their benchmark rate to
roughly 4.4% by year’s end — a
full point higher than they had
envisioned as recently as June.
And they expect to raise the rate
again next year, to about 4.6%.
That would be the highest level
since 2007.
By raising borrowing rates,
the Fed makes it costlier to take
out a mortgage or an auto or
business loan. Consumers and
businesses then presumably
borrow and spend less, cooling
the economy and slowing inflation.
Other major central banks
are taking aggressive steps,
too, to combat global inflation, which has been fueled by

the global economy’s recovery
from the COVID-19 pandemic
and then Russia’s war against
Ukraine. On Thursday, Britain’s central bank raised its key
interest rate by a half-percentage point — to its highest level
in 14 years. It was the Bank
of England’s seventh straight
move to increase borrowing
costs at a time of rising food
and energy prices, which have
fueled a severe cost-of-living
crisis..
This month, Sweden’s central bank raised its key interest
rate by a full point. And the European Central Bank delivered
its largest-ever rate increase
with a three-quarter-point hike
for the 19 countries that use the
euro currency.
In their quarterly economic
forecasts Wednesday, the Fed’s

policymakers also projected
that economic growth will stay
weak for the next few years,
with unemployment rising to
4.4% by the end of 2023, up
from its current level of 3.7%.
Historically, economists say,
any time unemployment has
risen by a half-point over several months, a recession has
always followed.
“So the (Fed’s) forecast is an
implicit admission that a recession is likely, unless something
extraordinary happens,” said
Roberto Perli, an economist at
Piper Sandler, an investment
bank.
Fed officials now foresee the
economy expanding just 0.2%
this year, sharply lower than
their forecast of 1.7% growth
just three months ago. And
they envision sluggish growth

below 2% from 2023 through
2025. Even with the steep rate
hikes the Fed foresees, it still
expects core inflation — which
excludes volatile food and gas
costs — to be 3.1% at the end of
2023, well above its 2% target.
Powell warned in a speech
last month that the Fed’s
moves will “bring some pain”
to households and businesses.
And he added that the central
bank’s commitment to bringing inflation back down to its
2% target was “unconditional.”
Short-term rates at a level the
Fed is now envisioning will
force many Americans to pay
much higher interest payments
on a variety of loans than in
the recent past. Last week, the
average fixed mortgage rate
topped 6%, its highest point in
14 years, which helps explain

why home sales have tumbled.
Credit card rates have reached
their highest level since 1996,
according to Bankrate.com.
Inflation now appears increasingly fueled by higher
wages and by consumers’
steady desire to spend and less
by the supply shortages that
had bedeviled the economy
during the pandemic recession.
On Sunday, Biden said on CBS’
“60 Minutes” that he believed
a soft landing for the economy
was still possible, suggesting
that his administration’s recent energy and health care
legislation would lower prices
for pharmaceuticals and health
care.
The law may help lower
prescription drug prices, but
outside analyses suggest it
will do little to immediately
bring down overall inflation.
Last month, the nonpartisan
Congressional Budget Office
judged it would have a “negligible” effect on prices through
2023. The University of Pennsylvania’s Penn Wharton Budget Model went even further to
say “the impact on inflation is
statistically indistinguishable
from zero” over the next decade.
Even so, some economists
are beginning to express concern that the Fed’s rapid rate
hikes — the fastest since the
early 1980s — will cause more
economic damage than necessary to tame inflation. Mike
Konczal, an economist at the
Roosevelt Institute, noted that
the economy is already slowing and that wage increases —
a key driver of inflation — are
levelling off and by some measures even declining a bit.
Surveys also show that
Americans are expecting inflation to ease significantly over
the next five years. That is an
important trend because inflation expectations can become
self-fulfilling: If people expect
inflation to ease, some will
feel less pressure to accelerate
their purchases. Less spending would then help moderate
price increases.

INFLATION BITES

Ford shuffles management, seeks
new global supply chain head
AGENCIES

Pedestrians walk past The Bank of England in London, Thursday, Sept. 22, 2022.
Britain’s central bank is under pressure to make another big interest rate hike Thursday.
Inflation in the United Kingdom is outpacing other major economies, but the US Federal
Reserve and other banks are moving faster to get prices under control.

Bank of England raises rates but
avoids bolder hike like US Fed
AGENCIES

THE Bank of England raised its key
interest rate Thursday by another halfpercentage point to the highest level in
14 years, but despite facing inflation
that outpaces other major economies,
it avoided more aggressive hikes made
by the U.S. Federal Reserve and other
central banks.
It is the Bank of England’s seventh
straight move to increase borrowing
costs as rising food and energy prices
fuel a cost-of-living crisis that is considered the worst in a generation. Despite facing a slumping currency, tight
labor market and inflation near its
highest level in four decades, officials
held off on acting more boldly as they
predicted a second consecutive drop in
economic output this quarter, an informal definition of recession.
The bank matched its half-point increase last month — the biggest in 27
years — to bring its benchmark rate to
2.25%. The decision was delayed for a
week as the United Kingdom mourned
Queen Elizabeth II and comes after
new Prime Minister Liz Truss’ government unveiled a massive relief package
aimed at helping consumers and businesses cope with skyrocketing energy
bills.
The new measures have eased uncertainty over energy costs and are
“likely to limit significantly further
increases” in consumer prices, the

bank’s policymakers said. They expected inflation — now at 9.9% — to
peak at 11% in October, lower than
previously forecast.
“Nevertheless, energy bills will still
go up and, combined with the indirect
effects of higher energy costs, inflation
is expected to remain above 10% over
the following few months, before starting to fall back,” the monetary policy
committee said.
The bank signaled it is prepared
to respond more forcefully at its November meeting if needed. Its decision
comes during a busy week for central
bank action marked by much more aggressive moves to bring down soaring
consumer prices.
The U.S. Federal Reserve hiked
rates Wednesday by three-quarters of
a point for the third consecutive time
and forecast that more large increases
were ahead. Also Thursday, the Swiss
central bank enacted its biggest-ever
hike to its key interest rate.
Three of the British bank’s nine
committee members wanted a similar three-quarter-point raise but were
outvoted by five who preferred a halfpoint and one who voted for a quarterpoint.
The decision “suggests the Bank of
England is concerned about the UK’s
economic deteriorating outlook amid
the looming threat of recession,” said
Victoria Scholar, head of investment at
interactive investor.

FORD is restructuring its vehicle
development and supply chain operations, shuffling multiple executives just days after announcing
that it would build up to 45,000
vehicles with parts missing due to
shortages.
The Dearborn, Michigan, automaker gave some executives
new roles and said that its chief
financial officer will begin reworking supply chain operations until
a new global purchasing chief is
hired.
The changes arrive at a time
of profound change for Ford and
the auto industry, which for more
than a century have made a living
by selling petroleum-powered vehicles. The company has plans for
half of its global production to be
electric vehicles by 2030, but like
its main competitors, Ford will
need to keep selling gas-burning
vehicles to fund the massive transition.
Earlier this year CEO Jim
Farley split the company into two
units, Ford Model e to develop
electric vehicles, and Ford Blue to
handle internal combustion cars,
trucks and SUVs.
Early Thursday, Ford announced that CFO John Lawler
would run a makeover of its supply
chain operations until the company finds a new supply chain chief.
Doug Field, who was hired
from Apple Inc., will now become
chief advanced product development and technology officer. He’ll
lead vehicle design and hardware
engineering, and continue duties overseeing electric vehicles,
software and digital systems, and
driver assistance systems.
Former Chief Operating Officer Lisa Drake, now vice president of EV industrialization, takes
on manufacturing engineering as
Ford plans to produce EVs at a
rate of 2 million per year by the

end of 2026.
The company also announced
two new hires from Hewlett-Packard and Google to develop vehicle
software and driver assistance systems.
“Developing and scaling the
next generation of electric and
software-defined vehicles requires
a different focus and mix of talent
from the accomplished Ford team,
Farley said in a statement.
Ford previously announced
that Hau Thai-Tang, former head
of product development and purchasing, will retire Oct. 1 after
more than 34 years with the company. It announced Thursday that
Dave Filipe, vice president of vehicle hardware, will retire.
Guidehouse Research Principal E-Mobility Analyst Sam Abuelsamid said Farley is changing the
people Ford hires as it joins other
automakers in developing new
vehicles that can be changed over
time with software updates. “Customers like to get new features
added over the life of a car,” he
said. “The industry likes it because
they see potential for new revenue
streams.” But that change takes
a different mindset than people
who are used to developing vehi-

cles that aren’t changed for years
until the next version comes out,
he said.
Ford, he said, will probably experience instability for a while as
large changes happen. “They need
to hire a lot of people with different skill sets,” he said.
On Monday, Ford revealed
that a parts shortage would keep
many of its most profitable vehicles sitting on lots waiting to be
fully assembled. The issue forced
the automaker to slash its thirdquarter earnings forecast. The
company also has been hobbled
by problems with manufacturing
launches of new vehicles and high
warranty claims.
Last month the company let go
of 3,000 white collar workers to
cut costs and help make the long
transition from internal combustion vehicles to those powered by
batteries. Governments across
the globe are pushing to eliminate
combustion automobiles to mitigate the impact of climate change.
Companies like Ford are orchestrating the wind-down of their
combustion businesses over multiple years, even though they are
still generating the cash to fund
electric vehicle development.
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Days to go

I would change all my individual trophies
for that trophy of World Cup champion.
– Luka Modric of Croatia
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Nadal excited on his ‘unforgettable’
Laver Cup partnership with Federer
STATS PERFORM/DPA
BERLIN

RAFAEL Nadal is thrilled to
have the chance to play alongside the retiring Roger Federer
in the Laver Cup on Friday.
Swiss ace Federer will partner fellow all-timer Nadal in
the doubles, the man from Basle bringing an end to an illustrious career in the company of
his greatest rival.
Swiss great Federer made
clear in a press conference on
Wednesday that the tie-up with
Nadal was the one he wanted
for his finale.
That made it practically inevitable they would be paired together, and it was confirmed on
Thursday that Federer and Nadal would indeed join forces for
Team Europe, to take on Team
World’s Frances Tiafoe and Jack
Sock in the final match of the
day at around 2000 GMT.
The prospect of being
a team-mate on court with
Federer in London is something that will be “unforgettable” for Nadal.
“After all the amazing things
that we shared together on and
off the court, to be part of this
historic moment, it’s going to be
something amazing and unforgettable for me,” Nadal said in
Thursday’s press conference.
“I hope I can have a good
time playing at a decent level
and hopefully together we can
create a good moment and
maybe win a match.
“But I hope that the crowd
will be supporting a lot. I’m super

Roger Federer (R) and Rafael Nadal take a break during a practice session
ahead of the 2022 Laver Cup at the O2 Arena in London on Thursday. (AFP)

After all the amazing things that we shared together
on and off the court, to be part of this historic moment, it’s
going to be something amazing and unforgettable for me.
Rafael Nadal
(L-R) Britain’s Andy Murray, Serbia’s Novak Djokovic, captain Bjorn Borg, Switzerland’s Roger Federer and
Spain’s Rafael Nadal laugh during a press conference for Team Europe ahead of the 2022 Laver Cup at the
O2 Arena in London on Thursday. (AFP)
excited to be here with the team
and of course to be on the court
and having Roger next to me one
more time will be something that
I am very looking forward to.
“We were able to create
an amazing rivalry together,
and on the other hand, something that we are probably very
proud [to have had], I have
been a friendly rival which is
not easy sometimes because we
are playing for such important
things for our tennis careers.

“But at the same time, we
were able to understand that
in the end personal relationships are more important than
sometimes professional things,
and we were able to handle it I
think the proper way.
“Tomorrow it’s going to be
a special thing. I think it will be
difficult to handle everything,
especially for Roger, without a
doubt, but for me too. One of
the most important players, if
not the most important player,

in my tennis career is leaving
and to leave at this moment
will be difficult.”
By the time Nadal emerged
as a teenage prodigy, Federer was already a grand slam
champion, and their rivalry will
go down as one of the greatest
in tennis history.
They have met in nine
grand slam finals, with Nadal
winning six of those on his way
to a career 24-16 winning record against Federer.

Federer, 41, is retiring after
deciding the knee trouble that
has plagued him in recent years
will not allow him to extend his
career any further. He will sign
off with 20 slam singles titles,
two behind Nadal, who has
won the most of all men.
Federer is playing just one
match at the Laver Cup, the
tournament he was involved in
setting up, with his big send-off
coming in London, where he
won eight Wimbledon titles.
Federer is also looking forward to the match and partnering with Nadal, though he concedes it will be a difficult test

as the Team Europe pair tackle
Team World’s Frances Tiafoe
and Jack Sock.
“Of course, it’s super special playing with Rafa,” Federer
said.
“It feels really different.
Also just walking out on the
court and having the chance to
play with the likes of Rafa or
Novak also in the past has been
an amazing experience for me.
“So, to be able to do that
one more time, I’m sure it’s going to be wonderful. I’ll try my
very best and I hope to be good
out there. And of course, I’ll enjoy it but it will be hard.”

This England team can go even further in Qatar: Southgate
England manager Gareth Southgate is aiming to improve on reaching
G
the last four and final of the Three Lions’ two most recent tournaments
ARETH Southgate loves coming into work at St George’s
Park. And it’s easy to see why.
Tucked away in the quiet Staffordshire countryside, the FA’s gleaming
headquarters and neatly manicured
training pitches are a coach’s paradise. But every time he arrives and
salutes the St George’s Park receptionist, Southgate is greeted by images that provide a vivid reminder
of his to-do list – and the item underlined at the top. England’s U-17s are
splashed across the wall, the U-19s
and U-20s too, and the senior women now take pride of place after this
year’s spectacular UEFA Women’s
EURO triumph. All of them, naturally, have trophies held aloft. Other
coaches might feel taunted and tormented by such celebratory shots.
Southgate describes them as “inspiring”. He can also see that, like the
women’s team before them, his side
have been edging steadily closer to
that elusive and long-awaited moment of glory.
It’s easy to forget that the England team he took over had just been
dumped out of the EURO by Iceland
after finishing bottom of their section at Brazil 2014. Since then, the
Three Lions have shed their tag as
perennial underperformers at major tournaments by reaching their
first World Cup semi-final in 28
years and the first EURO final of
their history. The question now, of
course, is how they take that next,
all-important step from being on the
podium to reaching its top.
Southgate sat down with
FIFA+ to look ahead to Qatar
2022. Excerpts

On the effective use of substitutes as
‘finishers’ in matches and the importance of the non-playing members in
creating the right squad atmosphere.
We’ve found in our two tournaments
that several players who didn’t kick a
ball were really important to the feel of
the group, and I think history tells you
that. Personally, I’ve played in tournaments where I’ve played every minute
and I’ve been to a tournament where I
didn’t kick a ball. You know those roles
are different and you know what you’ve
got to contribute to the team. With five
substitutes now, I think the squad is

strongly for places both in the team
and in the squad.

Gareth Southgate says there will be far less travel in Qatar and everyone will feel that that’s a benefit for training and preparation.
even more important. That’s both in
depth and just in people understanding
their roles, because at set plays you
can have half the team changing as
the match goes on.
On the Qatar World Cup bring unusual
and unique. And the challenges and
opportunities as a coach.
I think we should always look at what’s
positive about it, and for us there was
a lot of travelling in Russia. Sometimes
we were getting back to our base at
four or five in the morning and that
really impacts what you do over the
next two days. So there will be far less
travel in Qatar, and I think everyone will
feel that that’s a benefit for training
and preparation. There will be challenges but we’re looking forward to those
challenges that tournaments bring.
And we’re excited. The opportunity to
go for a World Cup again… these are
rare events in your life, and we have a
team that has enjoyed a long period of
good form. Yes, we had a bit of a blip
in the summer (England failed to win
any of their four UEFA Nations League
matches and lost twice to Hungary) but
we’ve learned a lot from that and we’re
looking forward to these next
few months.

On the struggle in June Nations
League and learning the lessons.
Whenever you lose football matches,
there are things you have to learn.
But the reality is that we needed to
use those matches to look at players. We have eight days together this
month (England play Italy on Friday and
Germany on Monday), then we arrive in
St George’s in November, fly to Doha
and have five days ahead of our first
game. So we needed to know about
new caps over the summer. It meant
that we fielded close to our strongest
team in Germany, and then looked to
balance having a number of matches
in a short period at the end of a long
season along with our desire to look
at new players. Looking back, I don’t
think I got that balance quite right in
terms of being strong enough to win
all those games and get the level of
performance we needed.
When you make a lot of changes, if the
team starts well they’re confident and
can keep playing. But in that last game
against Hungary, we didn’t start well
and some of the lack of experience
and lack of cohesion came through.
You have to be careful as coach not to
dismiss those learnings because you
can’t lose 4-0 at home and think eve-

rything’s fine. But equally, it was only
three or four games previously that
we were 22 games without defeat and
finalists in the European Championship. There’s a lot that we’ve built over
a long period of time that should make
this group of players very confident.
They’ve had the best run of any England team for 50 years, so they’ve got
to remember what they’ve done well.
On how much of the preferred line-up
is settled at this stage.
Well, you’ve always got to be openminded. But equally, if we weren’t very
clear in our heads about the basis
of those things, I think people would
be wondering what we’re doing only
two games out from the tournament
(laughs). In our heads we’re pretty
clear. Of course, there will be injuries
for every country because it’s going
to be an intense period ahead of this
World Cup, so you’ve got to be ready to
make changes. But we’ve had a fairly
settled group for quite a long period of
time and we know the players who can
play at this level. We also know the importance of some of that tournament
experience around the group. Equally,
there are some very good young players coming through who’re challenging

On the good run and the goodwill the
team has generated.
That’s playing for England really, and
it’s one of the hardest things. With
this national team the expectations
have always been high, and ultimately
you’re judged on results. The goodwill
and how we are with everybody is
one thing, but if you don’t win football
matches that determines the mood.
I’m aware of that as the manager and
it’s important I take any pressure from
the players because we want them to
feel free when they play for England.
One of the problems we had a few
years ago was that the shirt felt very
heavy, and it was one of the reasons
we perhaps didn’t perform as well as
we might have done. I think this group
of players relish playing for England,
enjoy it, and we’re all looking forward to
the World Cup. We’ve got two important matches first that we need to play
well in and win. But equally at the back
of our minds we’re preparing for one of
the greatest things you can be involved
in as a player or a manager.
Having gone so close in 2018, and
closer still at the EURO, what can you
do to take that final step in Qatar?
We learned a lot from both of those
tournaments and there were moments
in both those matches (the defeats
to Croatia in 2018 and Italy in 2021)
– quite short periods in actual fact,
10-15 minutes – when we lost control.
So we’ve got to keep the ball better in
pressure situations, and defensively –
as a team – we can be more proactive
as well. Sometimes you need to go
through those learning experiences.
I’m not sure anyone really thought
before 2018 that we were a semifinal team. We hadn’t won a knockout
match in ten years at that stage.
That was different for the EURO and,
of course, drawing the final over 90
minutes and extra time we were even
closer there. We know there are areas
we can be even better in but, equally,
we’ve got to keep doing the things that
got us to those positions, and keep doing them really well. But our aim has to
be to focus on what we can control and
that’s improving every aspect of our
game as much as we possibly can.
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QATAR COMPLETE PREPARATIONS AHEAD OF CANADA FRIENDLY IN AUSTRIA

The Qatar national football team underwent a strenuous training session under the watchful eyes of their coach Felix Sanchez in Austria ahead of their international friendly against Canada to be played on Friday (September 23). The Asian champions will also meet Chile in their last match in Austria on Tuesday (September 27) before their return home ahead of the FIFA World Cup 2022.

England still
one of world’s
top sides
despite setbacks
– Mancini
PA MEDIA/DPA
LONDON

ITALY coach Roberto Mancini
says England remain “one of
the best teams in the world”
despite their two recent defeats
to Hungary.
England, who cannot qualify for the Nations League finals,
take on Mancini’s side in their
penultimate Group A3 game in
Milan on Friday.
Mancini said: “I think England is one of the best teams in
the world.
It’s full of talent, especially
the forwards.
“They have many players
apart from Harry Kane, who
is an extraordinary player, but
the young players around him
can make a difference. So it will
be a very hard match for us.”
The two sides played out
a goalless draw at Molineux
in June in their first meeting
since Italy’s penalty shoot-out
win in the Euro 2020 final at
Wembley.
The Three Lions are winless in this season’s Nations
League. They sit bottom of
their group after taking two
points from four matches and
will be relegated if they fail to
win in Milan.
Their 1-0 and 4-0 defeats to
Hungary, in Budapest in June
and at Molineux in July, sandwiched draws against Germany
and Italy.
But Mancini, whose side
will stay in contention for the
finals if they avoid defeat to Gareth Southgate’s side, is paying
little attention to recent results.
“The English team is a great
team,” Mancini said. “It was a
great team in Euro 2020 and it
was a great team before.
“It’s a national team full of
talented players and I believe
they can improve further, even
though they lost two matches
against Hungary.
“I think that the English
players at the end of the season
are very tired because they play
much more matches than other
national teams.”
Italy skipper Leonardo
Bonucci feels his side can use
England’s visit to Milan to
gauge themselves in the world
order following their failure to
qualify for the World Cup in
Qatar.
Bonucci said: “It’s going to
be a very important match because it will tell us where we are
in this rebirth, let’s say.
“Because after failing to
qualify for the World Cup the
coach has changed many players, so tomorrow we will understand where we really are,
where we need to improve and
if there is something to improve.
“But I think this will be the
best match possible to start
again and to build something
new and important for the future.
“England are a great team
so we need to pay attention to
their individual qualities because offensively they have
very talented players, who can
change the match in the blink
of an eye.”
Mancini confirmed AC Milan midfielder Sandro Tonali
was expected to withdraw from
the squad due to injury.

Mabil’s magic moment gives
Socceroos narrow send-off win
Australia score
1-0 win over New
Zealand in final
home game before
their World Cup
trip in November
STATS PERFORM/DPA
BERLIN

AWER Mabil’s fine strike gave
Australia a 1-0 win over New
Zealand in the final home game
for the Socceroos before their
World Cup trip in November.
The Cadiz winger struck
in style in the 32nd minute at
Suncorp Stadium in Brisbane.
Jackson Irvine won possession in midfield before feeding Mabil, who cut in from
the left flank and fired into
the bottom-left corner from
22 yards.
These teams meet again at
Eden Park on Sunday, and New
Zealand, who missed out on
World Cup qualification when
they lost in a play-off to Costa
Rica, should take heart from
Thursday’s display.
The
visitors
almost
snatched a 10th-minute lead
when Chris Wood’s flick-on put
Andre de Jong in on goal, and
he jabbed a foot wide of the left
post after getting behind the

Australia’s Awer Mabil (L) and New Zealand’s Tim Payne compete during a friendly International between Australia and New Zealand at Suncorp
Stadium in Brisbane on Thursday. (AFP)
Australia defence.
Irvine missed the target
from a big chance for Graham
Arnold’s Australia, and was

then penalised for a questionable push when the hosts got
the ball in the net in the 28th
minute.

Mabil’s goal four minutes
later meant that was soon forgotten, with Australia settling
for a narrow win in the end af-

ter Mathew Leckie shot against
the outside of the left post late
on, via a faint touch from New
Zealand goalkeeper Oliver Sail.

Substitute Dykes heads in late
double as Scotland beat Ukraine
PA MEDIA/DPA

Uruguayan forward Luis Suarez during the Uruguayan Clausura match
against River Plate in Montevideo,
on Sept 17. (AFP)

LONDON

SUPER substitute Lyndon
Dykes scored a late double as
Scotland moved impressively to
the top of their Nations League
group with a thumping 3-0 win
over Ukraine at Hampden Park.
After a goalless first half,
striker Che Adams and midfielder Stuart Armstrong missed
good chances before skipper
John McGinn fired home a
70th-minute drive and Dykes
headed in twice from fellow replacement Ryan Fraser’s corners for a morale-boosting win.
The Scots had been wellbeaten by Ukraine in the 2022
World Cup semi-final play-off
in June but they had the measure of Oleksandr Petrakov’s
side this time.
Scotland have nine points
from four fixtures, two more
than Ukraine, and will host Republic of Ireland on Saturday
before another meeting with
Ukraine in Poland next week

Suarez to leave
Nacional in
November, club
president confirms
STATS PERFORM/DPA
BERLIN

Scotland’s striker Lyndon Dykes (L) scores during the UEFA Nations League B Group 1 match at Hampden
Park stadium, in Glasgow, on Wednesday. (AFP)
in their final Group B1 fixture
when promotion to Group A
could be on the line.

Before the kick-off, some
booing accompanied the minute’s applause ahead of the

game in memory of the Queen,
patron of the Scottish Football
Association.

Huge rise in fan disorder at football matches in England and Wales
The shocking extent of criminal
and anti-social behaviour at
matches in England and Wales
last season has been set out
in data released by the Home
Office on Thursday.
Reported incidents of disorder
at matches in England and
Wales were up by 60 per cent
compared to the last full season
before the Covid-19 pandemic.
Incidents were reported at 1,609

of the 3,019 matches played
in England and Wales over the
course of last season - equating
to 53%.
In 2018-19, there were reported
incidents at 1,007 matches,
equivalent to one third of the
games played.
There were 441 matches where
pitch invasions were reported
last season - up by a staggering
127% on the 2018-19 campaign

- and 384 matches where a hate
crime incident was reported, an
increase of 99%.
Football-related arrests were up
by 59% to 2,198 - the highest
number of arrests since 2,273
were made in the 2013-14
season.
West Ham had the highest
number of arrests for a single
club - 95 across the season - followed by Manchester City (76),

Manchester United (72), Leicester (59) and Everton (58).
The authorities issued 516 new
football banning orders in the
2021-22 season, and 1,308
were in force at the end of the
season.
There were 729 matches where
possession of pyrotechnics was
reported, and 561 where missilethrowing was reported.
(STATS Perform/DPA)

FORMER Barcelona player
Luis Suarez will depart Nacional in November when his contract ends, says club president
Jose Fuentes.
The 35-year-old striker rejoined his first club in his native Uruguay in July after his
Atletico Madrid contract expired at the end of last season.
Uruguay’s all-time record
goalscorer has since played 10
games for Nacional, registering four goals and three assists, but will depart at the end
of this campaign ahead of the
2022 World Cup in Qatar.
President Fuentes told Channel 10’s Punto Penal: “The championship is over and Luis Suarez
is leaving Nacional. I’m not going
to create false expectations.
“Luis Suarez made a great
effort to come to Nacional and,
every time they ask me, I say it
so as not to generate expectations for the future.
“He’s leaving and he also
said it more than once, that’s
how we fixed it.”
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Bagnaia says he doesn’t need team orders to win 2022 MotoGP title
AGENCIES
MOTEGI (JAPAN)

FRANCESCO Bagnaia says he
‘doesn’t need help’ from Ducati-imposed team orders to win
the 2022 MotoGP championship.
The Italian is now just 10
points away from reigning
world champion Fabio Quartararo in the standings, having
overturn a 91-point deficit following June’s German GP.
But Bagnaia’s gap to Quartararo could have been just five
points had it not been for Enea
Bastianini beating him to victory last weekend at Aragon,
raising more questions about
Ducati team orders.
While Ducati has remained
firm in its stance that it will not
stop any of its riders spread
across its four represented
squads from battling for a victory, Bagnaia says he doesn’t need
any team orders to assist him.
“Sincerely, I don’t think
that I need help to be in front,”
Bagnaia said when asked if
there had been any discussions
within Ducati about team orders.

Ducati Lenovo team rider Francesco Bagnaia of Italy (L) walks beside
a child at the paddock during the MotoGP Japanese Grand Prix at the
Twin Ring Motegi circuit in Motegi, Tochigi prefecture on Thursday. (AFP)

Repsol Honda Team rider Marc Marquez of Spain (L), Gresini Racing MotoGP rider Enea Bastianini of Italy
(C) and LCR Honda rider Takaaki Nakagami of Japan (R) during a pre-event press conference at the MotoGP
Japanese Grand Prix in the Twin Ring Motegi circuit in Motegi, Tochigi prefecture on Thursday. (AFP)
“I prefer to win on track
and not because someone let
me past. But in any case, I’m
not inside of this decision. It’s
something that for sure I’ve
said my desire, which is to let

me do what I want to do.
“And if they decide something different, it’s not something to do with me. So, I will
be racing, I will try to be in
front and I will try to win. This

will be my main goal, like I did
in Misano and in Aragon.”
Gresini’s Bastianini, who
is an outside bet in the championship at 48 points adrift of
Quartararo on his 2021-spec

Ducati, says he hasn’t received
any instructions from the Italian manufacturer to help Bagnaia this weekend at the Japanese Grand Prix.
“There is a big question
about this situation,” he said
when asked about team orders.
“Also, the media pushes
this a lot. But I think the situation inside my box now is very
smooth for the moment.

“My feeling is good and I
think also Ducati wants this for
the moment.
“I haven’t team orders for
the moment and we will see
during the future what happens if Pecco is in front.
“I am closer now in respect
of the championship, but for
the moment there is only one
question: I have to do 100% to
be fast.” (motorsport.com)

Babar and Rizwan steer Pakistan
to incredible 10-wicket win
AGENCIES
KARACHI

BABAR Azam hit 110 not out
and Mohammad Rizwan an
unbeaten 88 as Pakistan pulled
off a remarkable 10-wicket victory over England to level the
sides’ Twenty20 series at 1-1,
reports BBC.com.
Chasing 200, Pakistan’s
opening pair produced a batting
masterclass in Karachi to seal
the win with three balls to spare.
Babar reached a sublime
century from 62 balls, delighting the raucous home crowd,
while Rizwan hit four sixes in a
whirlwind 51-ball knock.
It meant Pakistan set a new
record for the highest chase in
all men’s T20s without losing a
wicket.
England, who had never
previously lost a T20 by 10
wickets, were put to the sword
– Alex Hales’ drop of Rizwan
on 23 proving crucial.
The tourists had looked
heavy favourites at the halfway
stage when racking up 199-5 as
Moeen Ali smashed 55 not out
from 23 balls and Ben Duckett
an enterprising 43.
The sides play again in less
than 24 hours with the third
match of the seven-match series taking place on Friday,

Qatar National Sprint 2022 –
Third round at Losail
International Circuit today
Pakistan captain Babar Azam (L), who made 110 not out, and teammate Mohammad Rizwan, who scored
unbeaten 88, celebrate after their win at the end of the second Twenty20 international cricket match
between Pakistan and England at the National Cricket Stadium in Karachi on Thursday. (AFP)
again in Karachi.
This series was already historic for being England’s return
to Pakistan for the first time in
17 years.
Babar and Rizwan, Pakistan’s supreme captain and
vice-captain, have ensured its

place in the record books.
In the end a challenging
total was reached with relative
ease, a reflection of the brilliant
way the pair paced the chase.
The previous highest target
reached without losing a wicket was 169, by New Zealand

against Pakistan in 2016.
Scores: England 199-5 (20
overs): Moeen 55* (23), Duckett
43 (22); Rauf 2-30 lost to Pakistan 203-0 (19.3 overs): Babar
110* (66), Rizwan 88* (51);
Pakistan win by 10 wickets;
level series 1-1.

Quick read
Stampede as cricket fans scramble for India-Australia T20I tickets in Hyderabad
HYDERABAD: Four people were injured after a stampede broke out at Gymkhana grounds following a stampede which happened after massive
amount of cricket fans gathered to purchase tickets for the third T20I match between India and Australia. The third T20I stadium between India and Australia will take place in Rajiv Gandhi International Stadium, Hyderabad on September 25. A huge crowd had come to the Gymkhana
grounds to purchase tickets. A large queue of fans was captured waiting to get their hands on tickets. But the situation soon turned out of control
and a stampede broke out, with excited fans coming in excessive numbers and causing law and order issues. Police lathi-charged to disperse the
massive crowd and restore control. Australia won the first game in Mohali while the second game is scheduled in Nagpur for Friday. (ANI)

Osaka withdraws from home
event, Ostapenko survives scare
STATS PERFORM/DPA
BERLIN

NAOMI Osaka’s title defence
at her home Pan Pacific Open
event came to a premature end
as she withdrew from her second-round match against Beatriz Haddad Maia.
The former world number
one, who won the Tokyo tournament when it was last held in
2019, was unable to compete in
Thursday’s match due to illness.
“I am really sorry that I am
not able to compete today,”
Osaka said. “It’s an honour to
be able to play at the Pan Pacific Open in front of the amazing
fans here in Japan.
“This has and always will
be a special tournament for me
and I wish I could have stepped
on court today, but my body
won’t let me.”
Haddad Maia advanced on a
walkover and will next face fourth

seed Veronika Kudermetova,
who defeated Mexican qualifier
Fernanda Contreras Gomez 6-0,
6-1 to reach the quarter-finals.
Liudmila Samsonova also
progressed to the last eight,
with a 7-6 (7-5), 6-3 win over
Wang Xinyu continuing her
good form. However, sixth
seed Karolina Pliskova exited
the competition on Thursday at
the hands of Petra Martic, who
prevailed 6-3, 6-4 and will face
Zhang Shuai next.
At the Korea Open, top seed
Jelena Ostapenko recovered
from two games down in the
deciding set to overcome Anastasia Gasanova 6-3, 5-7, 7-5.
Ostapenko remains on a
possible semi-final collision
course with Emma Raducanu,
who came through 6-4, 7-5
against Yanina Wickmayer,
while Magda Linette saved two
match points to beat Kristina
Mladenovic 4-6, 7-6 (7-5), 6-2.

TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

THE third round of the Qatar
National Sprint 2022, organized and conducted by the Qatar Motor and Motorcylce Federation (QMMF) will be held at
the Losail International Circuit
on Friday (September 23) with
the wide participation of local,
residents and expat drivers.
The registration and scrutiny procedures will begin at
4pm and will be followed by a
preparatory meeting for drivers at 6pm.
Competitions will begin at
8pm with the openig race, followed by the second and third
races at 9 and 10pm respectively.
The third round of Qatar
National Sprint 2022 will conclude with the awarding ceremony of the winners.
The round will have six different categories: Open Class

-(O1, O2, O3; and Production
Class - P1, P2, and P3, with
each contestant making three
attempts in each category with
the winner being decided on
the best cumulative result.
The Qatar National Sprint
has been receiving great
attention.
The QMMF headed by president Abdulrahman bin Abdullatif Al Mannai is also making
all efforts to cater to the increasing participation and the
high level of competitions.
The second round of Qatar National Sprint 2022 was
held a fortnight ago where Qatar’s Nadim Ziade won the O1
class, Jad Al Aawar topped O2
category title, and Abdullah Al
Ghaidid the O3 category.
The Production class was
topped by Mansour Chebli
(P1). Maher Sari won the P2
category, and Francesco Fornaciari topped P3. (TNN)

Monahan dismisses PGA Tour reconciliation with LIV Golf
STATS PERFORM/DPA
BERLIN

PGA Tour commissioner Jay
Monahan has ruled out the
prospect of reconciliation between the PGA Tour and LIV
Golf Invitational Series rebels.
The two competitions
are locked in legal proceedings, with LIV Golf players
submitting an antitrust lawsuit
against the PGA Tour after they
were suspended following their
moves.
LIV Golf argues that players
have been treated unfairly and
the decision suppresses competition, with the relationship
between the two competitions
growing increasingly sour.
That mood is unlikely to
change any time soon, with
Monahan saying ahead of the
Presidents Cup in North Carolina that the prospect of a truce
is “off the table”.
“Listen, I think I’ve been
pretty clear on this: I don’t see

Greg Norman, CEO and commissioner of LIV Golf, poses with 4 Aces GC
caddies Austin Johnson, Malcom Baker, Michael Hartford, and Kessler
Karain after winning the team title during Day Three of the LIV Golf Invitational - Chicago at Rich Harvest Farms on Sunday. (Getty Images/AFP)
this happening,” he told the
Golf Channel.
“When you look at where
we are, and you think about
words and actions, we’re currently in a lawsuit, so coming
together and having conversa-

tions, to me, that card is off the
table, and it has been for a long
period of time.
“When you look at the PGA
Tour, and you look at where we
are today, and you look at what
it is that we try and accomplish

every single day - what’s our
focus?
“To put the best competitive platform forward for the
best players in the world to
achieve at the highest level, to
win the championships that
have history, that have tradition, that create legacy.
“That is what we’re going to
continue to do, and we’re going
to continue to get better at it,
we’re going to continue to get
stronger at it.
“You’ve heard me say before that we’re going to focus
on things that we control; we
have more assets at our disposal, stronger partnerships
and we have the best players
in the world telling us that not
only are they going to commit
to play more, but they’re really
looking at the organisation to
accomplish that.
“It’s all about where we are
and where we’re going, and
again, I couldn’t be more excited about the possibilities here.”
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QT to mark Saudi National Day with festivities
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

QATAR Tourism (QT) has announced a weekend of special
events and promotions to mark
Saudi National Day on September 23, in celebration of the
deep bond shared between the
two countries.
Following the Saudi National Day custom, throughout
the weekend (September 22-24)
shopping malls across Qatar will
be adorned with distinctive emerald-green Saudi Arabia flags.
Place Vendôme, in partnership with Qatar Tourism,
will also stage a series of special shows in honour of Qatar’s
neighbours. Over September
22 to 24 at 7pm each evening,

guests can travel to the mall to
see a light projection of the Saudi
Arabian flag, and a spectacular
fountain display with the mall’s
famous dancing water jets.
What’s more, a suite of exciting promotional offers will
be launched amongst some of
Qatar’s top leisure and hotel

venues. Discover Qatar has
launched exclusive offers comprising of three nights for the
price of two or five nights for
the price of three, across some
of the country’s most popular
hotels. Participating venues will
cater to all budgets and preferences, from the sprawling and

luxurious (W Hotel Doha, Al
Messila Resort & Spa) to more
boutique venues (Al Aziziya
Boutique Hotel). The promotion can be redeemed between
September 20 – 27.
Commenting on the weekend’s festivities, Haya Al Noaimi, Marketing and Promotion

Sector at Qatar Tourism, said:
“Qatar and Saudi Arabia have
interconnected heritages and
closely shared cultural values.
The wonderful weekend of family fun that we have planned is a
fitting tribute to our guests from
the Kingdom, and we are excited to celebrate Saudi National

Day with them.”
At the Saudi Arabian land
border (Abu Samra), volunteers
from Qatar Tourism will be stationed over the weekend to distribute curated packages for all
visitors. As well as a delicious
boxes of dates, the packages will
contain Buy One Get One Free
vouchers for some of Qatar’s
most popular theme parks, such
as Angry Birds World, Desert
Falls Water & Adventure Park,
Snow Dunes, KidZania and
Doha Quest. Visitors will also
receive a physical copy of the Qatar Calendar, for inspiration on
what to do and where to go during their stay. To see a full list of
offers and packages celebrating
Saudi National Day, visit www.
visitqatar.com/ksa

QU shines bright
in global rankings
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

QATAR University (QU), Qatar’s primary institution of
higher education, has made
several achievements recently,
such as improving its world
rankings and receiving international awards, including
the QS Quacquarelli Symonds
Internationalization
Award
which recognizes the global
impact the university has made
in 2022. The award is given
to universities based on their
score for ‘internationalization’
– the average of international
student ratio, international
faculty ratio, and international
research network.
QU was ranked second
in Times Higher Education
(THE) Arab University Rankings 2021 and second in the
QS Arab Region University
Rankings 2022. QU also ranks
among the top best 600 universities globally, according
to 2022 Academic Ranking of
World Universities (ARWU)
by the Shanghai Ranking Consultancy.
QS World University Rankings put QU in 208th position
in its latest 2023 edition, an
improvement of 16 places from
the previous year. In addition,
QU continues to place itself
among the top six universities in the International Outlook indicator for the seventh
year in a row, according to the
overall THE World University
Rankings. QU is also among
the Global Top 25 performers
in the U-Multirank 2021 indicator ‘international joint publications’.
QU President Dr Hassan
Al-Derham commented, “We
are proud of the advanced
positions achieved recently
by the university in international rankings of academic
institutions, which positively
reflect the prestigious global
position QU has reached with
the support of its faculty, students, researchers and staff.
We are on the path of excellence and raising the bar,

leading to achieving more
global positions.”
Cesar Wazen, director of
the International Affairs Office at QU, said, “Qatar University continues to advance in
various global rankings. There
has been tremendous progress
made by Qatar University, signifying its competitiveness at
local and global levels. The university has been supported by
an ambitious strategy aiming
to transform higher education
in the country, prioritising
research excellence and focusing on students. Our excellence in international research
outlook across three rankings
using different methodologies
also means that QU is making
full use of the support it gets
from the State of Qatar, especially through the generous
research funds.”
QU’s Chief Strategy and
Development Officer Dr Khalid
Al-Khanji said, “At the start of
a new academic year, it’s important to reflect on QU’s most
recent accomplishments, in
view of the hard work and efforts that have gone into making these accolades possible. It
is also worth noting, that the
coming year is a unique one;
Qatar will be hosting the FIFA
World Cup giving our faculty/
community and students a
wealth of opportunities. The
university has also launched
a new college, The College of
Nursing, as well as a number
of new programmes and projects this year that will help
boost our rankings further up
the charts.”
This semester, QU welcomed 28,000 students, including 4,700 new students,
on the first day of the new
academic year. This academic
year comes on the cusp of Qatar hosting one of the most
important global events in the
region, the FIFA World Cup
Qatar 2022, in which QU plays
an important role including
conducting research, seminars, consultations and hosting of some of the international
teams participating in it.

QU honours 80 employers
from various labour sectors
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

QATAR University (QU) honoured 80 employers from various labour sectors in the country
on Thursday, as an expression
of the university’s gratitude towards them.
The ceremony was attended
by QU president Dr Hassan bin
Rashid Al-Derham, vice-presidents and deans of colleges, in
addition to representatives of
companies and institutions operating in the country.
In his speech, Dr Al-Derham
said: “I welcome you all to this
gathering, which has become an
annual event dedicated to students and their affiliates. This
year’s meeting is face-to-face
after the COVID-19 pandemic.
This gives me a feeling of joy in

Dr Hassan bin Rashid Al-Derham
meeting you, exchanging views
and strengthening cooperation.”
Dr Al-Derham said that
the university was able to form
partnerships, and follow up on
its progress towards its aspirations in the past period when
the world had gone through very

difficult circumstances imposed
by the pandemic. This requires
us to strengthen existing partnerships and forge new ones
that enhance our cooperation
and support our plans, mission and path, and share our
ambitions and goals. In all, 262
agreements and memorandum
of understanding were signed,
and we will sign more in the
coming days, in the belief that
the university should open up
future horizons in front of our
children, he said.
Dr Al-Derham added that
developed countries achieved
renaissance through partnerships between academic institutions and other institutions.
In addition, this cooperation
constitutes a bridge towards the
university’s goals and contributes to preparing graduates to

enter the labour market with full
competence, he said.
Ghadeer Zainal, acting director of the Professional Development Center at QU, said: “This
ceremony aims to recognise successful individuals from the nation’s various business sectors
who have made demonstrable
contributions to student experience, including through academic sponsorships and hands-on
training. This ceremony honours
these efforts and encourages employers to broaden their career
options for university students
in support of our future.”
Cesar Wazen, director of the
Office of International Affairs
at QU, said that QU has taken
important steps to boost international rankings thanks to the
support it has received from employers.”

QU & Moldova State University
sign agreement for cooperation
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

QATAR University (QU) has
signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) with
Moldova State University for
cooperation in the field of education and research. The signing ceremony was attended
by QU President Dr Hassan
Al-Derham and Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of Moldova to Qatar HE
Victor Ţvircun, who had previously served as president of the
Moldovan-Qatari Friendship
Association.
As per the agreement, both
sides will exchange information -- including newsletters,
journals, studies, statistics and
other data -- while conduct-

ing joint studies, conferences,
meetings and training.
Dr Al-Derham said, “We

look forward to working with
the Moldova State University, with whom Qatar has a

strong relationship. Through
this agreement, we mark an
important step in formalising
our relationship to further
our performance in various
scientific, technical and research areas.”
HE Victor Ţvircun said, “I
avail myself of this opportunity to express confidence that
the MoU will provide impetus
to mutual cooperation in the
educational field. I am certain that through joint efforts
we will strengthen the bonds
between the two universities,
further the academic, social
and cultural goals and promote
better understanding between
the faculty, staff and students.
Therefore, the collaborative relationships will provide mutual
benefits to both parties.”

beIN to add sign language interpretation during FIFA WC Qatar 2022
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

BEIN Media Group, the global sports, entertainment and
media group, has announced
that it will be incorporating
Arabic Sign Language interpretation during the news
coverage of the FIFA World
Cup Qatar 2022.
The announcement comes
in the leadup to the International Day of Sign Languages,
celebrated annually on Sep-

tember 23. To mark the occasion, beIN has revealed that
kicking off on November 20,
2022, its evening round-up
news bulletin, taking place
daily at 20:00 Mecca on its
Arabic news channel beIN
Sports News, will feature an
Arabic Sign Language interpreter. Additionally, Arabic
Sign Language will be an added feature to beIN SPORTS’
daily digital sports news
wrap-up show, News in 90
Seconds, published on beIN

SPORTS NEWS’ Twitter account @beINSPORTSNews
as well as beIN SPORTS’ official Instagram account @
beINSPORTS.
Commenting on this, Mohammed Al-Bader, Managing
Director of beIN Channels
– MENA, said: “We are committed to providing an unparalleled viewing experience to
our millions of viewers and
subscribers. In celebration of
the International Day of Sign
Languages, beIN is keen to

raise awareness and ensure
the inclusion of its audiences’
needs by providing a daily
live sign language interpretation of the evening news bulletin and digital news wrap-up
show. We look forward to continuing to deliver exceptional
broadcast services during this
exciting time, as we gear up to
bring the world’s most prestigious football tournament to
life, as the official broadcaster
of the historic FIFA World Cup
Qatar 2022”.

